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Introduction 

This Edition of the e-Anthology of the Nature Literature Contest contains a group of literary works 

of enjoyable and inspiring reading. 

Additionally, it is the result of a literary path and reasoning regarding environmental sustainability, 

which is closely connected to social sustainability. Yes, this literary work is an evolution from the 

previous ones and this year it introduces in it, for coherence, two important changes to reduce the 

consumption of energy in the laptops where it is red, i.e., using darker colors and including on the 

same page the editorial information, the introduction, and the automatic table of contents. 

Because it is only experimental, very new, aesthetically, any suggestion for future Editions is 

welcome. 
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To Woody Allen 

 

“Poem to Woody Allen” by Vivian Anne (Brazil) 

 

Irony and good comedy  

 Existential questions  

 Wonderful dialogues  

 It explains a little the Woody Allen's movies.  

  

Religion, psychology, philosophy and death  

Never foolish themes  

Fiction blends in with reality  

And the productions are timeless. 

  

More than forty films  

Annie Hall is one of my favorites  

He manages to translate human relationships brilliantly  

With every idea he invents! 

 

“Place in the sun” by Claudia Silva (Brazil) 

 

Save! O whole land, 

beautiful story will be born, 

rich, true soul. 

Tender mixture of cores, 

triumphs in the universe, 

rainbow of each being 

strive for success. 
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Several relationships emerge 

men and molded works, 

nature and expressions. 

Today the lyrics recreate, 

homage gets off the ground, 

reveal not to be its value, 

in the metrics of this Cordel. 

 

It's December, the star was born! 

Yes, poetic magic, 

light that Brooklyn has known. 

Film Phenomenon, 

likes baseball and jazz, 

revealing your work, 

feel human in what you do. 

 

It has its cultural despair, 

the writer, screenwriter, 

in music it was great. 

Success and controversies, 

crops in the trajectory 

the filmmaker with a look, 

in the human it makes history. 

 

Mention is honorable, 

declaims, soil of love, 

behold, Woody Allen, is contagious. 

The man is a great author, 

in America it flourished. 

Multiple facets of you, 
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the whole world has known. 

 

Talent is precious, 

sowing boldness 

exquisite curriculum. 

Agile in the saber fire, 

lasts anguish, makes humor, 

the sense of being burns, 

without cinema, its splendor. 

 

You are Woody Allen, yes sir, 

victorious creator, 

fear, melody, love. 

In the nature of art, 

portraying your face. 

Being a persona of fiction, 

action, laughter, the bond. 

 

Fertile soil, awards, 

“Cinema treasure”, 

four Oscars, emotions. 

Brings New York to light, 

your real urban dream, 

at festivals he let his voice go, 

Hollywood, you're special. 

 

"By the way of nothing", 

autobiography, yes, 

list, registered life. 

Woody, shining star, 
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he exposed life, his fruit. 

Art woven into the chest, 

humanities, specifications. 

 

Isolation times, 

a cultural manifestation 

attraction and feeling. 

Come from the mind to emerge, 

the new way of living 

without awakening values, 

being people prevail. 

 

Long live the show! 

Inspirations are in the air, 

you soften, bring the beautiful. 

Allen is really great, 

big screen, Moonlight Magic, 

and everything can work, 

some of your movies to remember. 

 

Allen, Allen, you're natural, 

father, husband and family, 

in conflicts, it is unique. 

In the tall narratives, 

language is heart, 

of the wise man, touch his 

place in the sun in creation. 
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POETRY Category 
 

1th place: “A PRIMAL COLLOQUY” by Joseph (USA) 

 

Resplendent in red, 

      was he. 

More modest, 

      was she. 

  

Wing to wing 

      they stood on 

the telephone wire, 

      in seamless synchronization, 

  

against a putty-gray sky, 

      populated with 

hurrying yellow 

      and orange clouds, 

  

thick and heavy as 

      wet paint; a gusting wind 

heralding the approaching 

      deluge. 

  

Heads, turning rapidly and 

      sharply, speaking 

their language of love 

      and necessity, 
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while standing on the 

      words, grasping at 

the conversations of a different 

      species; 

  

both long-ago evolved      

      from a universal 

common ancestor — 

      as Darwin believed. 

 

 

2nd place: “A Quarantine Visitor” by Jill G. Hall (USA) 

 

A Quarantine Visitor 

In the quiet summer sun 

on my San Diego patio 

a plump lizard basks. 

“Hello,” I whisper. Her 

smile sly, eyes button-beads, 

skin resembling grandma’s purse. 

 

Prolific in our childhood garden 

my brother Sandy saved them 

in shoeboxes, fed them flies. 

Sometimes he’d pick one up, 

snigger as its tail fell off,   

wiggled about. He’d chase 

me with the terrible      

Tyrannosaurus Rexes 
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in his outstretched hands. 

Terrified I’d cry, run away 

until the day I grit my teeth, 

stood my ground, patted its 

crusty head. After that 

he stopped pestering me. 

At least not with reptiles. 

He often kissed them until 

one bit him on the lower lip 

and like mom would say he 

screamed bloody murder. 

I think he still has a scar. 

I feared those dears had 

become extinct long ago. 

It’s interesting what a coronavirus 

can do to shift the balance back. 

 

 

3rd place: (TIE) 

 

“The Lord of the Words and the Gardener” by José Reis (Brazil) 

 

The Lord of the Words determined 

That I speak a word of comfort 

To those who mourn their dead through the empty streets, 

To those who seek a thread of hope, 

To those who wait for the balm of life! 

  

The Lord of the Words determined 

That I announce the arrival of light 
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To those who trust in the hand of destiny, 

To those who beg for a few more hours, 

To those who wait in the queue of history! 

  

The Lord of the Words determined 

That I declare a love poem 

To those who walk without a north, 

To those who disconnect from life, 

To those who are bored with death! 

  

The Lord of the Words determined 

That I sing a new song 

To those who seek a note of hope, 

To those who babble phrases to the heavens, 

To those who stumble on the facts of the Earth! 

  

The Lord of the Words determined 

That I say a prayer 

To those who seek the meaning of life, 

To those who drink the cup of loss, 

To those who digest their pleas of pain! 

  

The Lord of the Words determined 

That I find sweet words, 

In all the languages of the world, 

For the harsh reality 

Thrown in the face of so many families! 

  

But, oh, Lord of the Words, 

With all due respect, 
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I can't speak of consolation, 

I can't announce the light, 

I can't recite poems, 

I can't sing a song, 

I can't say a prayer, 

I can not find 

Any word 

In any language 

Because I lack words 

In all languages... 

I just have this garden, 

That I take care of with great affection, 

To offer the world! 

 

“Invaders” by Jenny McCabe (UK) 

 

The crows are unsettled, 

harassed and dive-bombed  

by incoming stiletto-tailed 

squadrons. Invaders 

 

 

decorating naked branches, 

incongruous like Christmas baubles,  

or spray-paint tags, impetuous 

as fleas along a cat’s ear. 

  

Their joyous racket  

shakes the park, 

emerald fireworks rattling 
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the washed-out winter green.  

  

I follow the ‘keets  

overhead as they  

squawk and tumble, 

dizzy but steadied by mud  

  

sucking at my boots. 

And I shiver with the trees,  

provoked to grief  

and sneaking joy. 

 

 

“Stillness” by Carlton Holte (USA) 

 

Perhaps when you are on water 

assaulted by speedboats and jet-skis, 

there is little point in hoping for tranquility, 

for a quiet afternoon, awake with no wakes. 

  

On our little pond, however, 

stillness is the norm, 

though our new kayak– 

loud lime-green molded plastic– 

clashes with every life jacket, 

affronts the blue of the lake 

each time I launch it. 
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I bring a pencil and a scrap of paper, 

paddle slowly out of the cove, 

then listen carefully while I drift 

silent as a fallen branch or curious turtle 

until the dictation begins 

and I am blessed with the job 

of recording secretary 

for the ageless wisdom 

wafted across the water by the breeze. 
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Honorable Mentions: 
 

“Nature’s Renewal Plan (After the Pandemic)” by Alison Jennings 

(USA) 

 

This bench is placed upon a breezy height, but the view across the bay 

is ugly:  

institutional, industrial sterility; squarish buildings squatting on 

the banks.  

Yet the air here is gentle, warm, invigorating – the garden artlessly 

unkempt.  

Weeds coexist with cultivation, as urban blight does with the glory 

it interfaces.         

  

Come gardening season, bruises and scratches will erupt on my arms and 

hands  

and legs.  In a Zen-like meditation, I’ll crash into pointy thorns, 

gnarly vines,   

woody hydrangeas; disturb soil and fling it elsewhere, break 

fingernails,   

get divebombed by curious or hungry insects.  Wrestling with nature, 

I’ll snap  

and pinch branches, so they’re allowed revenge, slashing my skin or 

t-shirts.    

While in a trance of stupefied abandon, I’ll endure cracked heels and 

splinters.    

  

To keep the world from ecological collapse, we should all perhaps 

embrace  

this hypnotizing, spiritual power of plants.  Meanwhile, I stay a 

patient gardener  
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in a private paradise of stone and tree and water, of pottery and wood 

– earth  

and art alongside manmade imperfections (nearby navy base, traffic, 

decrepit  

factories belching smoke).  The highway oscillates from mutterings to 

a disturbing 

rumble, as – overlooking the bay – miniature and manicured bonsai are 

perfectly   

placed, growing out of rocks or ceramic pots within an Oriental garden 

of lily pond  

and arching bridge, lacy Japanese maples, startling azaleas, and 

feathery ferns.    

  

The input overload compensates for chaos and cacophony,   

and beauty pays me back big-time for dust and squalor, as I sing:   

  

Morning has broken, like the first morning; everything’s different, 

though I can hear  

birds./ Where are the crowds now?  Where is the traffic?  What can have 

happened  

to alter our world?/  There’s a sweet freshness, sunlight from heaven; 

it smells like  

the first dew on the first grass./  Praise for the fragrance of this 

sweet planet purged   

of pollution – what has come to pass?/  Behold the mountains, behold 

the blue skies,  

cleared of the clamor as people stayed home./  Amazed and delighted, 

I bless this soft 

morning:  may it continue, when the pandemic’s gone./  Morning has 

broken, like  

the first morning; this could be the dawning of a new world./  There 

may be some  

meltdowns, there may be heartache – hope for salvation, that we can 

be renewed.  
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So let’s start with midnight swims, afternoon siestas, and late-night 

conversations.    

After long isolation, the healing must begin; the self be coaxed outside 

with friendly 

words and music, light, and air.  We need yard puttering and farmers 

markets, organic 

gardens, mountain hikes, and winding coastal drives.  Movement is our 

guardian angel:   

lots of bike rides, lakeside strolls and beachcombing idylls, arboretum 

meanderings   

and park discoveries.  Never forget to live beyond our means but within 

our dreams. 

 

 

“What should always be” by Guillermo Arbe (Peru) 

 

If you could stall the frost and thaw with just one hand, 

And plant the hope of spring throughout the land. 

If you could undertake to mind the changing sphere 

that one day might be bare, or not be here. 

If you could undo the seeds 

of unwanted deeds. 

And stop the deadly winds  

that bring with them the sins 

of raging fires and floods, 

and hurricanes, 

then you could take what is, 

and change 

to what can be again. 

  

If you could thwart the ungodly grind 

and mend mankind’s design, 
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or bridle the blind pursuit 

of seizing all we find, 

and bring earth home. 

  

If you could soothe the sea and cure the land  

With tills that feed and waves that can, 

form water, clouds and snow 

again, 

and bring earth home. 

  

For there is nothing you could not do 

to heal the pains and to renew 

the seas, the lands, the sky and you 

to what should always be. 

 

“Healing” by M. Tragicum (Portugal) 

 

you’re the first one 

that comes to mind 

when i see rosy skies. 

even after all the 

pain you caused me, 

you're the first one 

i want to call 

when there's 

a starry night. 

i gave you 

my vulnerability 

and you abused it. 

you took my heart 
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and cut it to pieces 

right in front of me; 

yet you're the one 

i want to see while 

i'm too depressed 

to get out of bed. 

you made me burn 

in a fire that i built 

to protect myself. 

i was a witch in 

your ruthless trial. 

you keep blaming me 

for your downfall, 

but the only thing 

i'm truly guilty of 

is loving you 

far too much. 

you brought this 

upon yourself; 

all that cruelty, 

bitterness, 

spitefulness 

finally rot away your 

heart for good. 

now, 

you're a ruin, 

a defeated 

excuse of a human. 

while i will continue 

to thrive, 
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to rise, 

to bloom. 

because you 

will never define me. 

after you, i was 

a tiny ember 

too afraid to spark. 

now, i am a wildfire 

that no one will 

ever be able to 

put out. 

 

“A blooming morning on a tree’s branch” by Alexandra Bucur 

(Romania) 

 

A silence bows over the trees from the botanical garden, 

There’s so much silence snuck between their branches 

You say, 

From the heart of the city 

The insects listen to how the morning passes 

Sluggish or hurried 

Through tree trunks when it descends from the top of the twigs 

Or the water raises as it pleases from the soil to the roots. 

  

Just a few minutes 

You say 

And the morning will descend from the branch of a tree 

And will bloom on the ground 

In tens of pieces and fragments in the shape of disparate flowers and 

twinkles 
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Like a rain that winds through all of the limbs of the garden, 

Traverses all of the angles yet hidden from the evening 

And emerges afterwards over the streets and buildings. 

  

The morning makes way for the insects to crawl between 

Mounds of earth raised by the tree’s roots, 

Just a few minutes and the light of the morning will rise on the trees 

And from there it stretches out like the air 

Over the botanical garden, 

The doors open in each tree trunk and the pores start to breathe 

And the leaves – giant windows that open to allow the day to travel 

On the branches of the trees, 

On the hallways of the tree trunks, 

Through the arteries of the roots 

In the middle of the day. 

  

The day envelops the botanical garden on the inside with its branches, 

Then extends beyond the garden, 

Advances onward 

To the trees outside 

Until the garden from within and the one outside intersect like two 

streams 

And the image fades into thin air. 

 

“Parts of Meditation” by Quinn Brown (USA) 

 

Listen to  

All that was 

All that ever will be  

Bubbled in the Earth’s crust  
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Recognise that  

The trees are still here  

And your lifespan is forever  

The old spirits died to make way for you  

 

Feel the  

Vibrating energy  

Calling you upwards 

It is your Mother’s love  

Channelled into sunshine curtains   

 

Believe in  

Yourself  

You deserve to be loved 

And I’m so sorry  

They convinced you otherwise 

 

Honorable Mentions (Best Short Poems): 
 

“Araguaia River” by Deuzeli Linhares (Brazil) 

 

River, 

My beautiful river 

enchants 

Brings peace and lightness 

He who dances 

With her crystalline robes 

In these currents 
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My Araguaia River 

My first cradle 

Full of memories 

Of all the prospectors 

Kept the most beautiful diamonds 

And dreams of my pioneers 

Full of loves and lovers 

Forgotten stories, however, striking 

This Araguaia River, my beautiful 

Araguaia River 

I dedicate my wandering verses to you. 

 

“A SAND PIPER SHARES HIS BEACH” by Debra Manske (USA) 

 

Suited in brown and white 

he pokes the sand with pointed bill 

for a breakfast of bugs. 

 

He’s made tiny web-foot shapes  

in the sand, so many for such a small soul 

and my footprints are as confounded as his. 

 

Though, I took my breakfast elsewhere, 

I suspect it was for his counsel 

that I came. 
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Other Selected Poetry: 
 

“SOMEWHERE ON THE COAST” by REFIKA DEDIĆ (BOSNIA and HERZEGOVINA) 

 

The sea is rustling 

the shadows breathe 

they write destiny 

  

The moon sends a look 

out of the corner of the eye 

  

The sky in the sea 

sea in the sky 

they dream together 

sky and sea 

sea and sky 

  

You and me on the bench 

we listen to the sea waves 

  

Memories are awakened 

  

One boat on the horizon 

writes history 

  

A slight bow 

towards the sea 

towards the sky 

I have to go 
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City lights 

in a sea of love 

she sank into sleep 

 

“I am grateful” by Raquel Alves (Brazil) 

 

I wake up breathing love 

I wake up listening to the hummingbird sound 

I wake up and dance for the sun 

I wake up and I know I'm not alone 

It's time to forgive yourself 

It's time to live new adventures 

It's time to say goodbye 

The pains of this world 

I am grateful to you, I am grateful to you 

Rest on the grass, feel the breath of the wind 

I'm happy, I'm happy 

Because I have restored my interior 

I wake up looking for magic 

I wake up writing new poetry 

I wake up and get ready for nightfall 

I wake up and I know that on the moon, love is mine 

It's time to forgive yourself 

It is time to offer the good 

It's time to release the spiral 

I no longer feel the pain of the world 

I am grateful to you, I am grateful to you 

In this mother who breathes life, the cycle is complete 

I rest and know that maybe I'll come back better 
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My dharma will save me 

My karma will no longer condemn me 

I am grateful to you, I am grateful to you 

 

“INDUSTRIAL DISSOLUTION” by Igor Pereira (Brazil) 

 

“Tonight my heart arose as if a tree, 

The wild has called my name, o blissful hour, 

I wish it might impose me to be free, 

Much more than wish I cogs would me devour. 

  

O mountains, woods and rivers I adore, 

To greatness such as yours I gladly bow, 

Although it hurts my own electric core, 

May hither come your blessing, take me now. 

  

I long to know your song as one who hears, 

To hold inside my soul your fruitful hand, 

And fear not that you should corrode my gears, 

I'll hold against myself my final stand. 

  

To live again I'll do all which I must, 

No matter if it breaks me down to rust." 

 

“Shaped Nature” by Daniel Agra (Brazil) 

 

Thrown over the Earth in a roaring cry  

We don't understand what's going on  

But there is a home that awaits us  

Now we are part of it.  
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Nature does not receive it with its air  

 that enters the lungs and makes us live  

The waters seem to mirror  

our madness or hope.  

  

Cared or mistreated awaits us  

to remind us of her  

the beginning of everything that was created  

how many who passed through here.  

  

Trees with all shades of beauty welcome us  

 as a protective and angelic garment  

The Mother Earth of all, where we crawl, crawling,  

without realizing it soon we will take the first steps,  

Until the day they are taken or toppled to the ground  

 we will be part of the creation process again.  

  

In the distance we are watched and illuminated by the sun  

 that celebrates life with its splendor,  

Moon, lamp of darkness,  

 haven of lovers and lovers.  

  

The planet that today lives and life produces  

 it is the same that is murdered  

 every day by those he created.  

There is hope where there is life,  

 everything could change, man can change.  

Knowing that the Earth is your home of passage,  

 leave it as you found it or better than it was. 
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“Time” by Priscila Carvalho (Brazil) 

 

I no longer know the time to get up 

You wake me up before 

Come into me and I'm part of you 

Guide me 

Determines 

Perfect 

I still know that I'm sure of you 

Of the milliseconds 

That I can't waste 

Even if you have to wait 

Why to notice you time 

I understand you 

Every detail that brings me 

The life that opens 

And for having you follow my heartbeat 

so even uncertain 

How long will I have you 

I follow without worrying about you 

For understanding you, 

 it's already a cure. 

 

“The birds fly” by Priscila Carvalho (Brazil) 

 

I stayed here watching the birds 

They fly 

Follow a destination 

Thought? Planned? Or is it instinct? 

I know they just fly and reach their destination ... 
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And they don't know how far they can look ... 

I'm not a bird 

Not even an angel 

Just a mere questioner 

And I live to watch 

To be like a bird, 

who knows, feels and knows exactly where to land! 

Making sure that when looking at the details, 

they will take you exactly where you should be. 

 

“As I look at the mirror for the third time” by Camila Guelfi 

(Brazil) 

 

As I look at the mirror for the third time  

I see a victorian photography  

I see an Italian Renaissance past  

I see the Roman Empire and the flesh  

 

There is a mix of feelings in my eyes 

There is life and simplicity and humankind 

There is not an old soul much more than there is a child who is shy  

 

And there is a young woman who didn’t happen to be blind  

Confronting the image we can see the time  

I see the present and one day I must die  

350 thousand years and we still don’t know why  

 

I’m alive  

And I know that one day I must die  

There are things more important than questions in life  
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And there is not enough time to fear or to mind  

 

I think about the ones who passed  

As I leave this message to the children I desire  

There is no use, dearest, I do not deny  

Know that one day I must die  

 

I promise not to smoke the last cigarette  

Regardless of it having any effect  

I confess for the last moment without regret 

 

Know that you won’t be treated with neglect  

The moments of poetry and the blessings of care  

Are stuck with you, I can’t make you forget  

 

Yes I know that one day I must die  

But until then I’ll be loving and living my life  

I’m carefully walking every step of the line  

 

Yes I know but today I’m alive  

Life is about love and love is the real light  

 

Despite the fact that I won’t make it 

Life is about how much you can love  

and love is about how hard you can try  

Remember that I’m putting up a fight 

And when the day comes remember that I didn’t lie  

 

If it ever occurs to you that death has defeated life  

Remember that we live to protect love  
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Although we all must go by design  

Love is bigger, Love survives  

Remember that I’ll meet you in time  

 

Cry what you have to cry  

but be brave  

Now you know the size of your strength  

Life will go back to be a delight  

And I would very much like to see you thrive 

 

 

“A minute of reflection” by Thiago Winner (Brazil) 

 

In this world of so many unfair disputes, 

it is difficult to stand out for what we are, 

instead of what we have. 

 

Many want to leave more material goods, 

but I want to leave my legacy and miss you a lot. 

 

Each of us has a purpose in life, 

but many ignore this fact for the obsession with power, fame and money. 

One day, we will all transcend to a full place. 

  

Look and observe everything around us, 

even a pandemic can be a warning 

for all those who have no social goals and objectives, 

  and who are "superior" to other beings. 

 

Be the best person you can be for yourself and others. 
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Be humble and find out what your human purpose is, 

so you will better understand life in your greatest feeling. 

 

“yellow soul” by Roberta Santiago (Brazil) 

 

could you see my soul behind the image 

of the reliefs, of the age 

the smell and the sound  

of it behind the language? 

 

can you touch the color of my soul 

while the wind is dissipating it 

in the dance of the clouds 

with the rainbow? 

 

some people say my soul it’s yellow 

orange 

like the flower that turns 

around the sun, 

and yours? 

 

i ask god to see 

your soul  

behind the image 

even if i can’t touch 

the colors of it 

or the smell or the sound 

that are bigger than the flowers 

that are bigger than the sun 

and the eternal endless of the poem 
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less eternal than your soul 

 

which i ask god to see  

behind your teeths 

your skin 

your eyes with the tunnels 

your hands holding 

the world 

in a raining sunday winter evening 

when it is friday 

i ask 

god to see  

your soul behind the image 

 

can you see mine? 

 

“Loneliness” by Maroel Bispo (Brazil) 

 

Wolf in crisis 

Loneliness is like a vague look through the cracks in the soul. 

And also, it is the complete result of the will, 

The desire to disappear on the horizon. 

Such despair at the wilderness, the silence of the spirit, 

The occasional shrinkage that paralyzes life. 

To go or not to go? 

Live or die? 

To exist or not to exist? 

The inner self is absorbed by the vacuum, 

Yes, because of the emptiness of those sad impressions. 

Free yourself! Run away! 
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Get out of this opaque labyrinth: the lonely life! 

Astonished, alone, your endless pain reverberates: 

Dense drops of hopelessness ... 

Nobody by your side, and in that loneliness, 

You see only a trace, a scribble of the light of tomorrow. 

All this gray landscape made you cry, just cry. 

And that weeping that surrounds you, converges your thinking: 

To go or not to go? 

To live or to deviate? 

To exist or not to exist? 

This is the keynote of Evil. 

Is it all the same reality? 

Or just existential copy? 

 

“Endless hours” by Sonia Rodrigues (Brazil) 

 

Oh, muses, 

I wish you could speak through my words 

And shout and foresee  

mortal hopes and agony 

 

At the beginning of my “house arrest” 

I approached the window and 

surprise, I saw the garden just opposite me. 

 

I inclined towards the light. 

I would keep there willing to take root if required. 

 

It happened in early Spring 

that adorned itself with bloom and colors. 
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Has the garden flourished every year? 

 

I also saw spiders, beetles, and bees. 

 

Have they always been there? 

 

Days go by. 

I saw new species of birds building their nests. 

I observe how they share the garden 

Harmonize each other. 

They collected fruits and worms in specific hours 

Each bird has his favorite bush. 

 

Rainy days came  

Winds blew out  

Clouds always stayed above our city 

I stood still. 

 

As if governed by an invisible gardener 

Nature continued changing  

 

I tried drawing  

Watercolors 

Inaccurate scratches  

So eloquent   

For sure they reveal missing details 

Besides others that is not supposed to be there 

Like this raccoon I saw in the dawn 
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Eternal changes take place continuously 

 before my new eyes 

 

I fulfill the emptiness of my soul 

Beholding this careless garden 

 

“Botanical Love” by Helena Garcia (Brazil) 

 

The marks that we left by the beach 

were printed in the deep sand. 

For when the wave brings us together again, 

we’d know that it’s ours. 

You and I again. 

Fingertips. 

 

 

The colors of the garden where we first kissed 

Painted our lives in different tones. 

For when spring comes to us,  

We will be flowering. 

 

It’s you and I again. 

Botanical Love. 

 

The winds that messed us up 

Became a tornado, destroyed all the barriers between us. 

For when they arrive again, 

We will be ready to face any challenge. 

You and I again. 
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Natural, messy, crazy love. 

 

“This ease” by Liliane Neves (Brazil) 

 

Health and illness are point of views 

There´s something more inside the pills 

  

Faith or science are modes of thoughts 

There´s still more light that shines in the pots 

  

Strong and weak are monotypes 

Nature complains with stereotypes 

  

Cure shows that diseases can be killed 

Death shows that life can be healed. 

  

Ever after. 

 

 

 

“A dream dreamed” by Emanuel Madruga (Brazil) 

 

The birds ate in my hand, 

I could see a star during the day, 

The rivers were crystal clear and alive, 

The current showed me, I want to be your guide. 

  

The beasts of the field heard no gunshots, 

The dry leaves fell in due time, 

The rains were the joy of the lived man, 
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And I was just joy, living in a captive world. 

  

The sun was shining, but it didn’t burn, 

The moon shone and did not complain, 

Even the black cloud contemplated, 

The wealth that was on the land that I loved. 

  

Everyone lived in harmony, man, animal and nature, 

There was morning, afternoon and night, everything was perfect. 

The days were slow to pass, we had a lot to tell, 

Oh what a joy without peer, I didn't want to wake up anymore. 

  

But, everything that begins is over, I turned from side to side, 

I sat in bed asleep, I spoke words out loud, 

No, I don't want to wake up again, let me dream permanently. 

I am happy this way, I want to be bedridden, no one will take away from 

me, the reality of a dreamed dream. 

 

“Non - reciprocal relationship.” by Vanessa Silva (Brazil) 

 

We are violent 

The Earth’s kiss 

Spreads with love 

And we refuse 

Cutting her lips off 

Making her bleed 

Over our feet 
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“Salt wind” by Guilherme Brasil (Brazil) 

 

Salt wind 

  

(High tide) 

  

One could not walk through a poem 

But submerge on it 

Though if after two pages your knees are still dry 

Know it 

This bath will only be good for those who are afraid of water 

  

(Low tide) 

  

When One dives into the water 

It dives in itself 

For water and Man are brothers 

and once finally soaked in air 

- and only then- 

Life overflows from them 

By the waves 

By the streets 

For only the water that breaths is capable of feelings 

  

Water is vessel 

Wind is captain 

And it’s whistle give’em destiny: 

Water- Man 

Water- Sea 
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“Running out” by Rafael Cocchini (Brazil) 

 

What good is there 

in spreading beautiful lies 

while the truth’s ashes 

spread across south american skies? 

 

How does it help to portray 

mythical virgin woods 

while the forest burns away 

to become meat produce? 

 

Why not stop showing 

the history which in theory 

we should preserve 

 

And start showing 

what we're actually doing 

to stop the declining green curve? 

 

Are we actually doing something? 

 

Is it helping to show lies 

instead of focusing on those who try 

everyday with the cost of their lives 

to preserve the Amazon soulful cries? 

 

Haven’t they figured it out 

that throwing money on it here and about 

is not going to stop the forest from burning to the ground? 
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Haven’t they figured it out 

that showing images through an exotic lens 

is not going to stop the fire from consuming everything in its way? 

 

Isn’t it time 

to take actual political action  

instead of transforming our home into listless lullabies?  

 

Isn’t it time? 

 

“The stones” by Lucas Grosso (Brazil) 

 

the world is crying 

but you aren’t hearing 

‘cause are too busy rocking 

the stones of a hollow 

street 

  

the world is crying 

but you aren’t hearing 

‘cause are too busy mopping 

the stones from a 

wasteland 

  

the world is crying 

but you aren’t hearing 

‘cause are too busy holding 

the stones of a forlorn 

house 
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the world is crying 

but you aren’t hearing 

‘cause are too busy seeking 

for the stones of a kidney 

transplanted 

  

  

the world is crying 

but you cannot hear because of 

the stones 

the stones 

only 

you 

see 

 

“When the Sun rises” by Candido Catão (Brazil) 

 

When the Sun rises, the trivial Earth celebrates warmly. 

His splendid presence makes him shine 

even the most shapeless soil. 

  

The green grass rejoices with its advent. 

Your arrival is the provision of the most beautiful things, 

it is the reason that sustains the beautiful trees. 

  

Your light, 

gives joy to graceful plants, 

makes thin flowers germinate, 

awakens all the remarkable sensations. 
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Thus making it possible 

the unfolding of the most illustrious reality, 

which is known as Day, 

where the hearts of the creatures are full of hope 

for yet another vigorous journey. 

 

“To my younger self” by Cătălina Trandafir (Denmark) 

 

To my younger self, 

I am writing you from 2012. 

it's not high school that 

is killing me, 

it is my mental health. 

  

My heart feels heavy today, 

but not because of sorrow, 

it feels full 

or swollen; 

A new one I could 

borrow. 

  

‘Know you struggle now, 

but brace yourself for 

these few years of hell; 

You'll paint a smile 

everyday, 

but every night, 

You'll pray for help. 
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Wish there were something, 

that I could do 

to save you 

from what is coming. 

You might be a soldier, but know that, 

Your demons built an army. 

  

And I know that your heart is aching, 

I know that you don't know why, 

and you can't stop your hands from shaking, 

now you want to die… 

If I could tell you 

everything I know, 

I'd tell you that: 

“the darkness always fades down.” 

  

In the end, 

the light will emerge with 

no doubt. 

You've just got to 

keep going baby, 

no turning back. 

 

“Sunlower and the Sun” by Abundio Libot (Philipines) 

 

She’s very loyal to his rays, 

As he travels from east to west, 

Her golden beam always faces 

Where his brightest radiance exist. 
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Her beauty reflects het glory, 

Her smile will never go astray, 

As she follows him constantly, 

From the mountain up to the bay. 

 

Even he refuses to shine, 

As the dark gray covers up high, 

At a garden, her, we can find, 

Patiently waiting for her “Hi!” 

 

As she has faith of his coming 

After a strong shower fountain, 

When heaven will stop its crying, 

The sky will be at peace again. 

 

So the huge shining ball of gold 

Will return to reign ever more, 

At the blue, his grin will be bold, 

He’ll reveal anew his splendor. 

 

Then her petals will come to glow, 

As she will hear her sweet “Hello!” 

It won’t matter where wind may blow, 

It’s only him, she will follow 

 

“Shahtoot” by Kanwar Raaje (India) 

 

The berry always looked like a worm, I bit into it, face hidden in the 

leaves as I hung 

To its rough branches, eating as many as I let fall as my arm lunges 
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Cousins wait for their bite as March marches, heat all around as their 

wrenches 

Tumble me to the ground, that tree is too far now, from my memory and 

my arms  

But I can still taste it, that shahtoot as I ate it, that march as I 

laid in  

The shadow of its leaves shares it  

With me and my mind  

Can a time and place be tied 

to sand and mud, thunder and birds 

To my best friend and mine shrieks as we run 

  

Mothers bombed us  

They didn't know that summer bored us  

Till we found their eggs before us, sand-coloured borders 

Dirty clothes and dirty arms as we crawled thus  

On gravelly sand and sandy gravels that tore us  

Adult voices in our heads that warned us  

Those birds will pluck your eyes they told us  

  

She and I 

Never touched the eggs cause somewhere inside  

Our soul trembled with their cracking sight  

So fragile  

Like the flowers my father told me not to pluck  

To admire their beauty for the luck  

Bestowed upon me, their existence was not for me  

  

I remember those days with hungry eyes  

Ninety minutes so early so late in the bus that I  

Spent on the road as the land lent  
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Lotuses in ponds smaller than my backyard,  

birds I can never name that flashed past  

Face a little too close to the air as leaves brushed my heart  

Summer sweat on my nose freezing as the empty fields start   

To flush, air such, that diamonds glittered as kilometres dart  

As fast as my days in those parts, depart 

  

I would never change it even has my body aches with  

Want, cities never sit right in my bones,  

Spaces already occupied by pictures of smiles in tiny stones 

I lost them and now I’m lost in concrete, neck always tilting back and 

forth with unconscious speed 

Whether blue sky or fog my eyes and toes  

trace it, Ancient tree gods on sidewalks as I take in  

Every little detail that feeds me, little flowers in the making 

Cousins, childhood, and best friend that I taste in  

Oranges and the air, it sustains 

This beauty that isn’t for me stays with me 

 

“WANDERING” by Stefania Vasile (Italy) 

 

He paints humanity 

Paths on the road of life 

To the east of the sun 

And not to the west! 

We travel with the mind 

And we give color to life 

Even when the Lord 

He has nothing to say! 

Lying, enmity 
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Always a place of honor 

It will be ... because we, the madmen 

I left this place to them 

Let's not turn our cheeks 

Just like the Messiah 

You see, He did it 

What a payment we gave him! 

The forest twisted 

With tangled branches 

And roots on the outside 

That they have no place in the earth. 

Nature is also changing 

With indistinct natures 

And we'll be back again 

To the eternal grave! 

In the wild 

Nothing is as it seems 

And everything seems to be 

A little upside down 

For life seems to be 

A question mark 

What came from the cross 

Beloved Christ! 

To the divine peace 

We hurry on stellar paths 

The only compass we have is space 

Let's not get lost 

Luciferians are beacons, 

Or they are indicators 

The black holes 
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We don't know how to avoid it! 

If we take power from the sun 

And smiles from heaven 

We will not go the wrong way 

And we're going to step right 

That's always the end 

It's a big light 

Which shows us the way 

Let's not get lost! 

 

“RAIN OF DIAMONDS” by Alberto Arecchi (Italy) 

 

It rained drops as hard as diamonds. 

Where they hit, they left their mark. 

The windows were shattered, the slabs of the light roofs, 

umbrellas pierced like sieves, 

the roofs of the cars looked like huge thimbles. 

A strong wind arose, which blew up from all sides 

the fragments of what had been the city. 

Sheets of notebooks flew 

and tax records, like kites, 

in huge tornadoes, 

raised from the ground to the threatening clouds. 

It felt like the end of the world. 

At this point, you will expect 

than the landfill of waste 

turned into something beautiful 

or into something terrible. 

Let the sewage bubo explode, 

turning into a monstrous dragon, 
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or roses and fragrant flowers 

fluttered in celestial music 

on the slopes of the artificial hill. 

None of this, my dear. 

Neither the rain of diamonds nor the liberating wind 

who tore the city to shreds 

they had no effect 

on the sodden hill of smells. 

For future reference. 

Here the posterity will carry out 

their archaeological excavations, 

to reconstruct our civilization. 

 

“HAIKU” by Edweine Loureiro (Japan) 

 

Among the pine trees, 

 

I look for inspiration… 

 

Shadows write a haiku. 

 

“Hi, how are you?” by Sega Vitalie (Republic of Moldova) 

 

She had no face in that abandon building 

ants swarmed on the buiding wall and  

rose blossom on the roof 

the bees were making honey  

between windows the basil leaves grew 

in window glass  life-sucking zombies 

moving in strange way, 
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but you did not blink at those who passed by it, 

that building we visit every night, 

on nights with purple skies, 

when neither I, nor the ants, nor the bees, 

nor do thoughts slept 

I was looking for you in one of windows  

like glass of water in summer sun , 

pointless 

I told you before: you are a fairy  

Ana, what are you doing in my fairy-tell? 

I have insomnia again 

 

“Nature Owns Him” by Marta Sousa (Portugal) 

 

The Man looks at the Nature. 

Mountains high, fresh and green, 

birds sang the best song ever seen, 

Animals here and there, 

Beings of all colours and shapes, 

Perfection, they all share. 

  

The Man says this for me! 

  

Then animals, trees and bird sounds, 

Get too frail, 

So, Nature has to prevail. 

Tremors and storms, 

Warn her ire; 

but the Man does not care. 
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Then, the sickness came, 

The Man is concealed. 

Finally, Nature heals 

Until the Man understands 

He does not own Nature. 

  

Nature owns Him. 

 

“Sacred” by Sílvia Silva (Portugal) 

 

I find the strength 

In the nature 

Sacred floors 

Of Mother Gaia 

Holy Father's Will                       

and Neptune's water... 

We all carry intentions 

Sacred words… 

(Bring peace…) 

Divine callings… 

(Hush... stand still…) 

We hope... for better days 

(It will come true…) 

Dreamers exist 

They unite… 

In our Sanctuary. 
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“Mia” by RB Cătălin (Romania) 

 

You me and Cărtărescu held hands last night 

Everything was frozen, still, like a cruel 1st of January 

On the kitchen counter 

A green fern was struggling to breathe. 

Here there isn’t plenty of carbon dioxide  

Consequently, its choice wasn’t the greatest. 

Stepping like a tired cat with your hair hanging like the ivy on 

Blakesley Close 

You were looking for your bathroom, unsettled. 

Through your mind are usually passing loads of thoughts  

But yesterday, you afforded the luxury to think only of me, 

Of loneliness and me which, in essence, are one and the same. 

New York Piano Nights and a poem whose sadness was satisfying 

our nihilist tendencies. 

You, still puzzled and scared laid docile in bed 

You would have given everything for tomorrow to be a fantasy 

A bad dream from which you would wake up tired. 

On your athletic legs the coldness of the room was settling 

In your gypsy eyes a reflection of the door-less living room 

Behind a boyish t-shirt your bosoms were protecting a heart left 

stationary. 

Outside, streets like a cobweb in the wind would continue to exist 

Would continue to stretch 

Would continue to be silent 

Would continue to hide your sexuality. 

With an eye closed, in a shark-like sleep, 

You hope this would be the last poem. 

Waiting begins to feel like listening to an old song you got bored of. 
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“The Snowdrop” by Marilena Trifan (Romania) 

 

From under the ply of snow, it ocured a little sword 

Mumuring, he tremble slightly :”Oh, how cold is now outdoor,  

 Isn’t spring yet on the ground, if I had waited some time!” 

  Shivering, he poke the sky: this is him, Snowdrop, brave guy. 

 

Measuring noses with Jack Frost, with small twinkles in blue scare 

  White and tender little bell, till the ground was deeply bent 

Jack Frost slowly freeze his nose: ”I would melt him with a blow!” 

But, seeking fast to beat him down: ”He is so lovely , I see now!” 

 

He’s the first bloom of a plant, he’s a bright soul full of trust 

He’s a smile from clear light, on the bleak and white realm 

  Three soft petals and a stalk, 

   Is unfolding from the pinching, and with stubbornstart to talk: 

 

“Of Jack Frost we’re not afraid, so common, my dear fellows!” 

     From the snow appear plump, zillion of tiny warriors, 

     White as calf’s teeth from the children’s puny mouths, 

    All of them are full of wellness, and with full of gladness shouts. 

 

    Winter’s laughing, Jack Frost’s laughing, the gray clouds are 

laughing  also, 

    The sly wind is slowly leading, and destroy them on the ascents, 

      Winter’s dress  getmore’s the pity, hanging through the briars 

and thistles, 

Jack Frost gone away to mountains, he will sleep from now in caverns. 
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And like that, a little flower, change the world like all of sudden 

And heralds  around the clock, tiny simpers from the hidden. 

With a cutie little reverence, tilting down her fine-spun head, 

“Here for you my dear Spring, I’m having a mountain bennet ! ”. 

 

“A Long Time Ago” by Andreea Cristea (Romania) 

 

A long time ago, there was light! 

There was a high and good sky, 

With my eyes I was sieving all of Heaven 

Not having bewilderments. 

 

A long time ago my grandparents were alive, 

They were baking bread in the oven, 

I ... was a child with dreams 

I was shyly learning to fly. 

 

And under my milk sole, 

When I was walking barefoot in the rain, 

All the world’s clay was clumping 

So as to ask me back. 

 

My sensible, warm forehead, 

Was thinking of God, 

Asking itself quickly 

How it is showing the way I am. 

 

A long time ago, I was singing in the sun, 

I was braiding flowers in my locks, 

I was playing with saints alive 
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And I was thinking I won’t ever die. 

 

Today it is faded, dull, it is night, 

My eyes are blurry, 

I no longer see beauty in everything, 

I’m feeling only tears that sing the elegiac folk song. 

 

There are no longer saints in the path, either, 

They have died near my grandparents, 

The world’s clay covers me, 

It is sitting on my shoulders like a Sphinx. 

 

And on my way now 

There is no longer what it was. 

Tired, I watch over the world, 

It is hiding in my shadow. 

 

“Sarasvati” by Mocanu Adrian (Romania) 

 

I could not contemplate without the Hindi deity Sarasvati, 

I could not to love, rivers, leaves, creatures. 

In my bull horns, I would have taken you, my love, through the world, 

like a cloth of gold thread printed with Maria de Guadalupe, 

And now I'm still up on the rock kneeling in prayer, 

where the vigor only rises. 

and I would rise again as a good child, but on Mount Hymalaia, 

drizzle, fine and in the caress of my mother's hands and yours. 

 

“MEADOW” by Daniela Marian (Romania) 
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Meadow, I miss you so much, how much! 

I love you from my childhood a maze game! 

With the whistle of winds in arms close to my chest 

With this humanity, incursion in abys with the rose 

  

This life in the breezes of rhythms 

With your musicians in the bouquet 

Of stars with condors wings 

Over sad this humanity 

You lifted her to her feet. 

To the edge of the water bathing a bit loud 

From the autumn of the years and 

The communion of the chalice 

From a world of the tools the musical 

Great is the miracles 

  

He was healed. 

  

Now is a scented story my flowers 

Meadow, how much I love you! 

Indescribable meadow in the distance 

Illuminated by colored spheres 

At the foot of the towering mountains and 

At the water's edge in prayer 

Every day prayer for humanity. 

 

“The river” by Gabriela Gârlonța (Romania) 

 

I went downwards on the river 

in a moment of spleen 
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in nets touch the boat 

and I touched the river 

 with my hand. 

 

“Fragment of change” by Popica Roxana (Romania) 

 

Your veins are crossed by sap of beauty 

You shine with your dull wings, oh, cutie, 

As if you were unnatural delirium, 

You rise and fall in useless dreams martyrium. 

A vivid glow of pure morning gain 

You kiss her in the night with icy pain. 

Soft and fragile, with common face, 

You turned from cold to timeless color space. 

You won't live magic of your eternal life 

For rainy mist on you 's long strife 

And from the dark cocoon you ran from, man 

You'll return, tired on the earth again. 

 

“MORNING” by Daniela Marian (Romania) 

 

A ray landed on my eyelash like a hologram 

It was yellow as a warm, as a blowing... 

I watched the proud morning sun blind me! 

A ray as if free by him gently took me in his arms 

And he kissed my forehead, carried me through the dew. 

The dew was like a cloak on the fresh grass 

From multicolored drops embroidered with spheres of light 

From the brilliance of diamonds projected up to two genes  

Caught himself in the suave dance, 
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My eyes flooded with salty hot tears. 

I could see them shining projected in Earth orbit 

I am felting that child happy 

I ran barefoot through the green grass of my parents' a house. 

The memories sublimely preserved the charm for the frantic vivacity… 

I was in a long dream reciting the poem: 

I saw the genius Mihai Eminescu smiling at me! 

 

“Winter” by Mocanu Georgeta (Romania) 

 

In the rush of the wind, 

winter goes around the Earth. 

Fierce winter, 

Like a spoiled grandmother. 

 

She's a granny with a dress 

And with the locks in the wind 

And in her mad rage, 

as if taking revenge on nature. 

 

It slips through the clouds, 

With big steps that make you shiver. 

Her locks shook, 

Black clouds loaded. 

 

And with a thoughtless gesture, 

The black clouds gave way 

And from the glassy grandmother's eyes 

Large flakes fell to the ground. 
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“Vibration” by Danya Stefan(Romania) 

 

Hearts on strangers cords 

Seagulls flight guiding your soul 

Bridges to unknown. 

 

“Woodland in Wintertime” by Andreea Finichiu (Romania) 

 

There it was, the wood of old. 

So they say, ‘Savageries are ours to break’ 

and strive and bend and never do mend 

what they claim to be their own. 

But, ah, I mind, and often do not, 

lest I trouble the elderly hearth of ours. 

  

Outstretched limbs laden with a candid cold – 

sheer whitefall, 

atop ages of bane and bitter woodbath 

that you donned – 

upon my nearing lurch, and lean forth… 

Treaded past… I long the hold. 

  

There are shoots stiff and wound 

in search of the heart spot. 

There are men hurled in depths of fuming quiet 

at Redwood‘s Hollows, 

men whose wear 

is a vicious wreath. 

  

And there they are, 
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millennium-deep down the sap… 

the pangs of blaze 

no rain can quell, 

wounded wood, wood aflame 

beneath this bark of snowy robe. 

  

How lone the loaded limbs! 

And so I stop under a stack or two 

for my share of 

stifled warfare. 

  

Yet buried in snow, 

just my hands… 

I hear you say 

my forefathers and I never shared fingerprints. 

And so I sit by your bough and root flare 

in search of the heart spot 

and sylvan care. 

  

Word has it that crackles and creaks 

can be heard to this day, 

now it’s not the wood 

but human hearts in disarray. 

So it was, and so it goes on. 

So they bury their young – 

would no one see the branches ajar 

letting sprouts feed on morsels of sunlight? – 

and so they rouse 

what they claim to be their own. 

The wild. 
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Never to be broken. 

  

And the broken 

never as sparing. 

 

“Spring” by Corina Potcovaru (Romania) 

 

He”s greened the coder on his lap. 

And the forest is all cruel, 

On the plains and across the valley, 

He”s all alive, as far as you can see. 

 

 

A carpet of popcorn 

It lays on the plain, 

Birds thousands and thousands, 

In a chorus of joy. 

 

Sing the cuckoo on a ram, 

Swallows at the window, 

Flyers flying up, 

Bunnies jump through the sky. 

 

Down in the valley I sing of longing, 

Shepherd”s whistle, 

Deer drinking 

Cold water from the valley. 

 

The springs are flowing down the valley, 
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In a quiet murmur 

And under the rays of the sun 

New life has dawned. 

 

“Gray” by Mladin Cristian (Romania) 

 

Gray are the trees, the houses and the people. 

Especially people... 

Dark autumn days 

Make my soul crave 

For something. 

 

Something i lost 

And which the red-brown-yellow leaves 

Take it away in their crazy dance, 

Into the november wind. 

 

Feelings tear apart the silence of the night, 

And i shout out ...whispering. 

Strange. 

I can hear the buds of solitude slowly breaking. 

I fight my demons, 

But i am not always winning. 

 

Far away from the people, i try to find 

That something they are missing. 

The reason for hapiness, maybe. 

Something that it's not gray at all. 
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“All around us” by Lilioara Macovei (Romania) 

 

the tree became gloomy, losing its eyes in the sky 

his roots murmured at the questions 

 why is it so quiet 

I hurried past him, greeting him in my mind 

I have limited time and I just realized 

that I forgot my amazement at home 

the tree is still green 

but it is no longer the street 

and a piece of sky makes some roofs heavier 

cars are viewed as soundless movies 

everyone around me has their eyes in their shoes 

through fraud I take what is left of the gentle glances 

I returned with my bag full of trouble 

I climb some stairs full of pungent odors 

I close the door with the key to fear 

and I get my hands dirty 

then 

I pray again 

 

“Maybe” by Daria Pană (Romania) 

 

I’ll paint this white paper, 

Or I’ll write something down. 

I could also try singing, 

But I might stick with listening… 

Maybe I’ll feel alive. 
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I’ll go for a ride, 

Or walk a little bit. 

I would rather jump onto my bike 

And catch this rainbow. 

Maybe I’ll feel alive. 

 

I’ll go to the beach, 

Read a book or two, 

Or just listen to the ocean 

While it keeps calling me. 

Maybe I’ll feel alive. 

 

It will be just me and my thoughts, 

Trying not to go crazy. 

But it’s too hard. 

So… I’ll become a star! 

Finally, I feel alive. 

 

“White Waves” by Corina Dutu (Romania) 

 

Blue sea 

Under veil of hidden fog 

Keep your wave 

Wear your veil 

Throw the white froth to the shore 

Show the sound wrapped in whispers 

And wear the mane of the wave at dusk 

  

Divine goddess 

Of the ocean, great queen 
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Starlet, illuminated by stars 

Wrapped in the scent of the sea 

Touched by the ocean breeze, 

Play your part 

Among the tidal currents 

  

Endless ocean 

Of an infinite blue 

Throw your fever 

Among the white veil 

With calm waves. 

 

“Stuck” by Finta Alina (Romania) 

 

I'm stuck with you 

You're stuck with me 

Please, don't set me free 

I just want to be 

A part of you 

And you, a part of me 

Let's go to the sea 

I want you to see 

That you have 

That special key 

That helps you to keep me forever 

I quarantee! 
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“November” by Cristina Zaha (Romania) 

 

the crumbled ground 

swallowed my light 

just like the kiss  

you stole from me  

in that darkest night. 

  

your hands 

touching mine 

ghostly 

just like the leaves… 

I’m falling apart 

on the crumbled ground. 

  

under the november sky 

the pain won`t hide 

or fade 

or die. 

  

under the november sky  

i shall kiss 

the leaves 

breathless 

on the crumbled ground. 

 

“All nature gives my heart accepts” by Adela Silvan (Romania) 

 

I grew weary of human sound 

And followed the bird’s song, 
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Into the woods the forest green 

Welcomes my blue-sky heart 

And all the trees become my knights, 

Fearless – and tall – and free; 

With virgin leaves on branches high — 

Slowly dance in the wind. 

  

I summon all my fairy friends, 

Some pixies and some elves — 

They dance along to nature’s tune 

While on the grass I rest 

With violets playing in the shade, 

Sweet fragrance nostrils steal, 

And I watch birds up in their nests 

Protective, yet relaxed, 

But when they flit away I hear 

The whirr of wings that travel high, 

Impressive speed to bring one’s dream, 

Oh, so much closer to the sky. 

  

The seed of solitude I seek 

As I embrace hard bark, 

Each trunk can feel my heartbeat race 

 Faster than feet of bugs. 

I dream of mushrooms, mint and rain, 

For I think I should move 

In furtive ways, away with faith, 

Escape from urban screech, 

Capsize the noise into the brook, 

‘Cause I do understand 
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It’s a distraction; it won’t improve 

My insight or my wit. 

  

I choose to listen to the wind, 

And crickets melodies 

May heave the gist of loneliness — 

Connecting as I climb, 

Each branch with wise movement 

And physical balance, 

My legs move calm, and smart and slow, 

As equanimity I know, 

Flourish, my soul! 

You shall confide to green spirits 

I say — 

Let’s cure the old fallacious ways 

In storms that will dissolve, 

Content expression will prevail, 

The old me now is lost. 

  

An incessant reminder 

That the noiselessly mist, 

At some point goes to clear the path, 

As early morning sun outlines 

And lavish us with warm, light touch, 

I see flamboyant petals awaken by the Dew. 

  

Out of the ancient hollow tree trunk 

The white rabbit emerges, 

In search of the forest’s heart; 

I follow for he knows — 
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He heard it in the night 

From the shrewd owl, the old guide, 

A friend of the dark sky 

Where stars are simply candle light 

To help engrave the Moon, 

Into the poet’s memory, 

Never to fade away — 

But never to replace 

Layers of shallow manners, 

Unnecessary wishes 

And unspeakable truths, 

For you may not be aware, 

But there’s a slit in every heart 

That one can’t sew or cover, 

With profuse protection 

They can’t repair the cruel damage 

Caused by the white fang of society — 

That is how I know 

That no garden can save me, 

No home can I build 

On land drenched in sorrow, 

No plant for my tea 

Could ever cure the soul; 

Yes, I acknowledge — 

In a world where we put the gyves upon all Green 

Their windows will be swallowed by gray illusions. 

  

But I’m the lucky one… 

My path is clear 

And with another rabbit jump 
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I find myself standing in the middle of the glade, 

With nothing between me and the sky, 

And all that lingers is the idea 

That I can fill up that slit 

With blankets of hoar frost, 

Or marigolds or bees, 

Forget-me-nots may do the trick, 

Or ivy that expands — 

All nature gives my heart accepts; 

One thing I know for sure, 

That in the city I felt cold 

While Sun’s rays strike my skin 

Yet, now, under the coldest rain, 

There’s warmth inside my heart. 

 

“Poem in blue” by Oana FRENȚESCU (Romania) 

 

passion falls from the stars 

feelings make the spring temperature bloom in pink 

the wet night is dry with a bright sun 

  

the poplars gather the crows 

a man like a fir board crosses the street 

a dog barks diagonally 

  

a poet runs after a round moon 

no printing house catches up with him 

on page seven he seeks his love in white verse 

  

a strange weather bathes the truth in the water 
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a miracle arises from a crooked judgment 

a universal mask sets the tone for fashion with bare ankles 

  

a void comes out of the round words 

the pink letters burn my skin on my fingers 

yellow wings try me under the shade 

  

I temporarily sterilize everything for 

fear of air 

of hugs 

by the world climbed on speeches 

by the skeleton of the voted words 

fear of blind thought 

of syllables pasted between spaces 

  

the purpose of high love needs a few words 

of a pink silence 

and a remnant of yesterday's time 

 

“SOME DAY” by Ramona Ilade (Romania) 

 

Some day I will shake the trees 

of all the green 

that won't fit in the leaves. 

And I'll wear it on my waist 

like a living belt 

until from my naked soles 

roots will burst 

near by a river. 

My ankles will smell of dust, 
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my hands will swing the evening's silence 

that tastes like rain and wind. 

I shall play the clouds 

like fruits of Infinite, 

with my smooth fingers. 

And my breasts... Ohhh! 

My breasts will be just like nests 

for the crippled birds, 

which I shall kiss between their wings 

with closed eyes. 

 

“The Mulberry Tree” by Daniela ALbu (Romania) 

 

      The mulberry tree stood there, 

In the dark 

For hundreds of years. 

He saw so many nights, 

Innumerable rains coming 

Ceaselessly feeling moon shadows 

Waiting like a restless child, 

Night after night, 

For the soft caresses of light 

                                On his chest of invulnerable giant. 

 

“GREEN” by Roxana Sandu (Romania) 

 

I wish to run  

Green through my veins 

To feel the forest 

Inside of me 
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I taste of the eternal essence 

Of the Fir trees 

And my vision 

 Is filled only with Irises 

To breathe constantly 

 Trough the huge leaves 

Of the Maple - Plane 

And my heart beats as the wind through its branches 

And to live 

And to Love 

and be well  

To be green 

Ceaselessly 

 

 

 

“Once upon a Love” by Liselle Powder (Trinidad) 

 

The misty air of dew lingered on my lips, reminded me of the gentile 

kisses 

that felt so soft and tasted like sweet honey. 

Every season felt like magic, the rain drops like waterfalls 

as we caressed in each others arms. 

I remember the long moon lit nights of romance on the beach. 

Hearts beating as one, with hands entwined. 

Fulfilling the hunger and the thirst of consenting love. 

The full moon light up the sky, silhouetted figures of two, 

on the diamond riddled sand. Times changed so fast. 

Just like the autumn breeze of falling leaves, 

that gave the air an aroma of an earthly scent; 
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mingled with masculine sweat. 

A short love affair, that felt like sailing on the 

Bass Lake of New York. 

But was it love? Or just an infatuation of a memory. 

That was hidden deep, because of the cold winter air. 

Making it difficult for words to explain, 

to express or complained. True love 

we desire, a fire that ignited. 

Flames of burning desire raptured, 

Captured strengths and energy like 

blooming buds of Spring with green 

grass on Mountain tops. I burst into tears, 

remembering gentle walks, gentle talks, promises 

of marriage, family. Dreams to build on, like the 

foundations of love, like the sweet smell of daisies; 

longing to be plucked and fashioned in my hair. 

I remember the summer heat of passion, 

locked away in the country side on the farm. 

Do you remember? The fresh breeze, butterflies, 

lying on the green grass, looking into your hazel eyes. 

Our tongues met with sweet rhythm locked with 

a thirst, a desire a belonging. I love you. 

But times changed. Don’t know what went wrong? 

Just like the seasons. I will cherish the moments 

my love. But what if we could still….. 

 

“Waters” by Michelle Lerner (USA) 

 

Tell me the truth 

nervous bather-- 
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are you afraid? 

You feel the deep around you, 

extend your toe just a little 

more. 

It isn’t cold 

though it devours. 

Sometimes I touch it with the bare edges 

of my fingers, 

skim its surface 

and cry— 

it enters me through every vein 

opens up inside me 

tendrils unfurling in my chest, 

reaching into every organ. 

In the end 

I always drag my anchor 

aground. 

For I am unprepared. 

Unprepared for the vastness 

the swallowing up 

the unmitigated 

and ferocious 

joy 

 

“PRAIRIE HOMING” by Duane Herrmann (USA) 

 

Young man sat   

in dead grass 

waving, blowing   

in soft wind,   
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his mind far,   

far away. 

He loved here,   

but wanted more. 

A few years later   

he left.    

World was wide,   

expansive,   

and exciting,   

but eventually   

he missed peace. 

He returned,   

worked the land,   

and found Peace. 

 

 

“SILHOUETTED” by Duane Herrmann (USA) 

 

Lightening among the trees 

flash and 

flash again: 

strobe illumination – 

stark 

against the night. 

Trees witness 

brightness: 

stand firm. 

Wind rushes passed 

leaves along, 

branches dance 
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and rain 

pelts down 

torrents drenching 

all the world 

giving life – 

and air. 

 

“A Family of Mergansers” by William W. Palmer (USA) 

 

I like to see a family of mergansers  

on the bay, a mother and ducklings   

with spiky red Mohawks  

  

I watch them dive   

one at a time  

and wonder when they will appear  

   

They always rise   

in different places,  

then find each other again 

 

“Her Northern Sisters” by Robert Keeler (USA) 

 

The thirteen sit in pomp, a silent line 

strung across a cold arc of urgency. 

Sisters, they hold collective breaths; 

they pray, they sigh for continuity. 

Along that old, red-fired crescent 

they deign to whisper loud, north 
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and south. Undemur, all thirteen 

siblings arc-welded into Cascadia’s 

deep strata, into impossible time; 

this was never their promised land. 

That parabolic set of kindred souls; 

closer to a spiteful dozen—the larger, 

  

far distant. But every sister’s frozen— 

what may they ever do, what’s lost 

each day just by standing there? 

Were it that they might pace about, 

not just hang syncopated breaths 

on high, or wave their lacy hankies up 

  

and down the crescent line, bow a noise, 

or occasionally shiver deep. Some were 

married once before, but now—no dashing 

companions. So, where’s their hot, promised 

change of life—their deep-down tremblings? 

They all command a boring, minor slice 

  

of near-eternal time. But no hard line will 

be held indefinitely, nor hard. Wait it out  

forever—impossible! And neither is shrinking. 
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Short Stories’ Category: 
 

“March 24th, 2020” by Michaela Brady (UK) 

 

Today I was scheduled to fly to LA for my best friend’s wedding. On 

Saturday, I would assume the position of Weeping Bridesmaid, staining 

a forest green dress, surrounded by the budding woodland venue in 

Topanga. All the flights were booked, the bouquets selected and the 

assortment of mini doughnuts approved. I relished structure and 

schedules, whether it was a casual night out in London, a boozy 

afternoon tea for a flat-warming, or the pinnacle of all planning: a 

wedding. What remained, on my side of the pond, was to pack and confront 

my fears of long-haul flights.  
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Kendall and Adam have been together since our first year of college. 

In the run-up to this week, I began to view the wedding as a culmination 

of nearly seven years of love, friendship and all those other gushy 

things we would have swooned at in the maid of honor’s speech. 

Personally, the wedding served as a reunion with five of my closest 

friends—some of the most inspirational, zany, caring people in my life, 

and an opportunity for me to introduce them to my partner. Although 

we all met in New York, our post-graduation paths led us in opposite 

trajectories: I nestled under England’s gray skies and they built their 

careers in film, music and acting in LA. Reunions were fleeting, and 

I could not help but feel like The One Who Left any time we said how 

much we missed each other.  

For once, the Atlantic wouldn’t feel so vast. For once, our 

intercontinental estrangement would be paused. 

I write in the past participle and past tenses because plans mean 

nothing now. Today I remained on the ground while planes grumbled, 

unseen, over my roof. The wedding is postponed to June, but even that 

date remains tentative. Today I worked in my room, had therapy via 

Skype, and cleaned here and there as all of civilization was put under 

lockdown. Boris Johnson’s voice drones on repeat from our screens, 

televisions, car radios and phones. Stay at home. Stop the spread. Other 

catchy one-liners. 

Although we are permitted to go outside once per day for “a form of 

exercise”, which should be limited to an hour, I didn’t limit myself 

today. The skies are clear for the first time in months, and the 

temperature does not shock my skin with a damp, cold smack when I step 

outside. In the morning, I briefly zip to the nearby park to wake myself 

up, to watch all those oblivious birds and trees raise their heads to 

a spring we’re unprepared for. At home, I’ve positioned myself at my 

table, while the grand bay window that dominates my studio flat 

drip-feeds me the passing hours. I’m grateful that my street is normally 

very quiet; it’s easy to pretend nothing had changed.  

In the evening I grow restless, so I venture out once again. Pink beams 

radiate through the stairwell, drawing me to the door, feeling the call 

of dusk renew my energy. Since my first year of college, I’ve punctuated 

my days with sunset viewings, and developed an appreciation for their 

nuances, the way they change the world for an hour, their passion and 

tragedy. Unless I’m occupied with something else or the evening is 

overcast, I almost feel obligated to catch it, remember it, escape 

through it. Clearly that has not wavered since the lockdown 

announcement, and I will not allow it to. Even if we can no longer plan 

for the future, we can adhere to a semblance of routine. 

Joggers huff and puff along the paths and dogs trail their owners, 

savoring their daily walk. Meanwhile, I sink my boots into the thick, 
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squishy soil until I reach the center of Tooting Common, where I’m 

rendered a statue before a swollen evening sky. The horizon is coated 

in a rich turquoise that sharply contrasts the burning, waning sun. 

Below the turquoise sits a pillow of murky lavender clouds, bisected 

by a flaming pink beam. A painter could destroy their pallet trying 

to replicate this view, and cameras only seem to capture the strong, 

golden streaks cast over black and indigo below. It’s nice but not 

enough. They simplify the view by washing out its beautiful complexity. 

Every time I get a chance to pay my respects to a dying day, my heart 

breaks – all we can do is watch it slide away. And I keep coming back 

for more. 

Is it really as simple as the Earth turning away from the sun? Is it 

really so spectacular that the sky turns into a spectrum every day? 

And is it worth freezing my appendages and frying my eyeballs to just 

watch something like this? Sure. It can be just that. Not everything 

needs to be analyzed and overthought. But I can’t stop my thoughts from 

drifting to the lockdown – how this is so clearly the optimal, if not 

only, solution to contain this outbreak. Why did the UK act so late? 

Selfishness, surely, or falsely believing this was not a human issue 

and that our sympathetic nods for the situation in China would provide 

us with enough immunity. I guess this quiet desperation really is the 

English way. 

That couldn’t be it. Although my eyes are fixed on the sunset and my 

ears are losing their blood flow, I can still feel them perk up slightly 

at every conversation that floats past me. People are reciting the 

government’s rules, venting concerns, or making a complacent “well, 

that’s the way things are now” sort of statement, as if any of us know 

what’s going on. Their musings are directed at loved ones both walking 

by their side and on the other end of the telephone line. And I continue 

to stare at the sunset, knowing it isn’t my place to eavesdrop or even 

mourn a cancelled trip when there is so much more at stake for others. 

Just like this sky, what’s going on is nowhere near as simple as we 

would like it to be. We want to see a pretty orange sky and move on 

but we’re stuck gaping at a spectrum of contrasting hues and light. 

There’s always something unseen, unnoticed, unreviewed – a missing data 

point or a speck you only see before night shrouds the world, our part 

of the world, again.  

We both prepared for doomsday at the expense of others’ health and 

denied doomsday would come at all. Now that action has been taken, the 

day breathes a sigh of relief, and rewards us with a finale of color 

and soundless symphony. Life will restart, Kendall and Adam and many 

other couples will be wed; for now, we must pause.  

We talk of perseverance in this “unprecedented time” and I’m reminded 

of another Boris, Boris Pasternak, urging us to be “alive and burning, 

to the end”. So, I will do as he says: I will take walks at sunset to 
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remind myself, and others, what that means. I hope that, no matter what 

changes and re-forms here in our diminutive shadow, there will always 

be sunsets to color our days. 

 

“Sparrow Spring Engineers” by Mi West (Sweden) 

 

This is the coldest Scandinavian winter within the memory of man; deep 

snow, an orgy of darkness, and a supernatural silence that makes me 

hear the snowflakes fall. An infinite meditation for all creatures, 

one of inner and outer tranquillity. This year, the snow of the world 

seems to have fallen on this very street, and the thermometers at human 

nests are running out of scale. 

 

* * * 

 

I hardly hear the soft, unobtrusive knock on my window. Many neighbors 

up here are birds, so I open it ajar. My toes immediately feel the 

ice-cold downdraft. 

 

A sparrow. Surprisingly, he has picked up quite some human twitter. 

“Good evening,” he says in his tiny voice. 

 

I reply while wrapping my feet in a folded blanket. “Sit down, please. 

Well, I mean up, near where the heat flows out. If you were a human 

then you might remember icy Moomin-Valley winters from fairy tales.” 

 

“I’m a bird, and birds don’t. This winter was a surprise; a stress test 

of survival of the fittest—or the inventive.” 

 

“I’ve seen some of the snow on the roof opposite has slid over the 

gutter, making a small cave.” 

 

“Scandinavia counts as a well-lighted place among two-legged flyers. 

So does the guttering. I’m staying just opposite your window and your 

writing lamp,” he tweets, “and, a dark morning when my sweetheart and 

I were exhausted after mating, we watched the beautiful icicles outside 
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this window, glittering in a narrow ray of lamp light. They matched 

her glittering eyes. We probably kept on for hours.” 

 

“Oh, kept watching them?” I say, assuming sparrows are not that much 

into Tantra. Their soaring is more literal.  

 

“Yes. Some parts of the cave are warm, and cozy, too, thanks to 

heat-insulation gaps inside the roof.” 

 

I laugh, and reply “We humans tend to believe that technology of the 

two-legged is perfect.” 

 

“The roof is a warm proof to the contrary; it’s perfect from a bird’s 

perspective only. No matter literal bugs or figurative, a bird 

instantly turns a bug into a feature.” 

 

“But, rather than from gaps in human tech, our distress comes from too 

little time spent on the essentials of life.” 

 

“Whereas birds are turned on equally by a high-flying vision and a tiny, 

down-to-earth grain or bug.” 

 

“Many humans feel less and less in touch with both kinds of turnons,” 

I reply softly. 

 

“Then imagine a sparrow mind, set soaring by things as simple as a hole 

in the snow!” 

 

“But, isn’t there more to it? You’re in an attractive location, too. 

None of the cats in this district are hungry, and their two-legged 

owners―or butlers, in the cats' arrogant opinion―afford a plenty on 

the bird feeders, too.” 

 

“Right, and birds of prey find food in the nearby forest, enough to 

stay away from the human territories where I hang around.” 
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“So, your life is all about cheating the worst cold snap in centuries?” 

 

“Yes, apart from mating. Necessity is the mother of invention; I 

remembered a couple of swifts.” 

 

“Oh, they built a whole nest at the base of that roof last spring.” 

 

“That’s why I tried pecking at the snow cave, from the outside. It’s 

a fancy building material! As soon as your beak is through the snow 

crust, a hole is easily made all the way. I crept in.” 

 

“Some cozy heat inside?” I ask, assuming sparrows don’t use the wealth 

of puns and sex allusions that human languages offer.  

 

“Sure; sheltered from the wind, and some daylight coming in through 

the hole. Smart guys in my flock have imitated me, relocating to nearby 

insulation gaps. You see, I’m not a trend slave. I set trends." 

 

“This is a privilege of the small and inventive. Big birds can’t imitate 

you because the gutter is too narrow, and they don't want to be labeled 

copycats.” 

 

“A nasty insult among us birds, by the way.” 

Apparently, sparrows enjoy some of the aerial ambiguity inherent in 

human languages. 

“Sounds logical. Anyways, the big ones must wait instead, patiently, 

high up in the trees every morning, quietly saving all their energy 

until the scarce daylight and the horizontal sunbeams at least take 

the chill off their darkest feathers.” 

 

“While my sweetheart and I keep making love in our hideaway. You see, 

sparrow engineering is on purpose. We’re birds, not nerds.” 
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I realize sunrise has an extreme duration at high latitudes; I’m 

overwhelmed by such a profound sunrise celebration, just like I’m by 

the daily sunrise song outside... 

 

I say, “Your flock’s vocal clarity has improved, too.” 

 

“Yes, thanks to the hike in our housing standard. The females are 

enchanted. Life has become pretty intense: Singing in daytime, mating 

at night.” 

 

I drop all preconceived ideas about sparrows as he goes on. 

 

“Enjoying the magic of flight; literally in daylight, figuratively in 

twilight. That’s the way natural selection works, breeding the 

brightest, cuddliest, singingest.” 

 

Natural selection seems important to birds, unlike the superlative 

form. 

 

I reply, “You’re bright enough to cheat the worst winter ever. I bet 

the good warm times are back before your cave finally melts near spring, 

like the heart of a two-legged sweetheart. Last summer, other humans 

didn’t even believe that a bird’s song imitated my alarm clock at 

daybreak; well done, although annoying at 1:00 a.m. near summer 

solstice.” 

 

“Until then, we precultivate the spring. It blooms within. Not only 

humans know what profuse lovemaking is; just in case you’re doubtful, 

we’ll introduce on-the-fly a couple of cute results of this cozy life,” 

he twiddly-bits. 

 

“When do you expect hatching?” 

 

“In a couple of months. They’ll be a generation brighter, cuddlier, 

talented-ier, you name it-ier.” 
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Mating and evolutionary biology are important to birds, unlike the 

comparative form. 

 

“The Spring song goes on, year after year,” I reply. I wasn’t totally 

wrong: although they have sex for progeny, they pick up a sweet Tantric 

tone now and then. 

 

“You bet! Talk to you later,” he concludes while vanishing into thin 

air, for another magical evening with a tiny being called sweetheart. 

 

* * * 

 

I close the window, switch the kettle on, and put my toes on a warm 

radiator. A parallel reality? A dream? My ten frozen toes might be 

unparalleled, but they’re all real. Just like the spring to come. 

 

 

 

(First published in the Bethlehem Writers Roundtable, the online 

magazine of the Bethlehem Writers Group, LLC.) 

 

 

 

3rd Place (TIE): 

 

“The Lost Village” by Subi Taba (India) 

 

 

During my early childhood days, my grandma once told me about the tale 

of the lost village. A village nestled in the faraway high mountains 

of Pakke valley, hundred mountains away from our village, where one 

day, the entire village, the inhabitants, the houses, the paddy fields, 

the mithuns, the pigs, the fowls and even their dogs just vanished into 

thin air! 
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‘But how can an entire village and its inhabitants disappear just like 

that?’ I prodded my grandma sitting up on the bamboo veranda, not 

satiated with the logic of the story. 

 

‘How do I know? All of them are gone. No one is left to tell the tale. 

Maybe someone might be left out there but the village is too far for 

us to travel and seek the answers my Papi.’ Grandma replied gravely, 

worry lines appearing above her forehead. I looked at her face and 

imagined both of us climbing up the treacherous journey of the hundred 

mountains, holding onto the roots and branches of the wild trees like 

human monkeys. 

 

‘I will travel there someday and find out the truth.’ I divulged 

dreamily. 

 

‘I will wait for that day. It will be your turn to tell me stories then.’ 

My grandma grinned in her toothless smile and pulled me down to lie 

with her on the bamboo veranda seemingly done storytelling for the 

evening. I cloistered into her feeble arms that smelt like old dried 

bamboo skins. We both lay, resting our heads on the small wooden planks 

looking at the old moon shimmering softly above the rustling bamboo 

leaves. 

 

I was busy imagining what the lost village must have looked like! Was 

it green, sloppy, windy with rugged rocky hills?  I wondered how the 

people of the village dressed? Did the women plait their hairs around 

the forehead like us? Did the men keep a bun above their forehead like 

my grandfather? Did they wear yellow beads like us? Did they swear on 

tigers and elephants like us? Did the women weave skirts and shawls 

like my mother? Did men bring mithuns to purchase a bride like ours? 

How did the children spend time? Did they have a stream or a river that 

flowed nearby? 

 

Sixteen years had passed since that evening and I had blossomed into 

a young woman, joined the Rajiv Gandhi University as a botany student 

but the magic of that tale still spanned somewhere in my old dusted 

memory reels. In the year 2014 a trans-highway project was sanctioned 

by the Indian government for the far flung tribal hills of Arunachal 

Pradesh and finally a road was carved on the impenetrable terrains of 

the hundred mountains. During my final semester, our Botany professor 
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informed us that the class would be visiting the Pakke valley to study 

and observe the diverse mountain flora. Personally, I could not contain 

my exhilaration! The mountains were finally calling me! 

 

The university bus went up spinning around the abode of mountains, 

mountains that had been hidden away from the gaze of civilization for 

years in isolation. A mist ascending from the belly of the mountain, 

paused shortly above the winding road, stilled by a sudden change in 

wind movement. I craned my head out of the bus window feeling the chilly 

dollops of air on my warm face. My classmates inside the bus stopped 

chattering and turned silent, enamored by the mountains staring at 

them. Their eyes clung at the vistas of the veteran trees guarding the 

sovereignty of the mountains. Below on the foothills of the mountains 

there were small villages settled near the riverbank with terraced rice 

fields in the nearby mountain slopes. The villages seemingly close by 

but without roads, we just stared at them like long lost dreams. 

 

The bus stopped in the Pakke valley where we had quick tea and rice 

cakes in a small bamboo hut shop near the road. ‘You can have your time 

to explore, indulge in photography and collect leaf samples, but we 

all get back here after three hours,’ Our Professor said as he led us 

into the wilderness of the Pakke valley thronging with riveting birdie 

rhapsodies. Each of us wearing a white university t-shirt, hats and 

gumboots walked in carefully not to touch any stinging nettles or step 

on some sleeping snakes. 

 

The flourishing Pakke valley was a botanist’s delight! Hundreds of 

species of ferns, mosses, epiphytes, wildflowers, shrubs, herbs, 

creepers, and trees grew bursting in tropical extravaganza! I plucked 

flowers blooming in solitary, spikes, cymose and clusters and pressed 

them inside a thick notebook for my herbarium. I took photographs and 

noted down physical attributes of the variegated floras. During the 

nature walk, my eyes chanced upon a valley across the mountain. I stood 

still and stared at the valley. Nostalgia of the old tale of the lost 

village revisited me in my grandma’s whispering words: the lost village 

existed once upon a time in the mountains of the Pakke valley. 

 

The valley was beckoning me into its arms in its silent gaze. Was it 

the lost village? I had to see for myself. My classmates were busy 

collecting samples. I sneaked away and walked ahead towards the valley 

following a kaleidoscopic flutter of white dawnfly butterflies. There 

was a preexisting stony pathway leading down the valley with a broken 
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monolith on the entrance. I glanced around, walking on the soft earth, 

mud sticking to my gumboots to find an existing house or signs of 

agriculture. The valley was overgrown by creeping jennys, smothering 

the ground with a carpet of yellow delicate flowers. I noticed an 

unusually large black rock in the corner with carved steps. I climbed 

over it and stood looking at the adjacent mountains and spotted a quiet 

river flowing in the east. The whirls of mist had lifted up and had 

clouded itself into white fluffy pendants of the sky. I sat down on 

the rock and felt a strange vibration, like the rock was a relic from 

the past attempting to whisper to me a dreadful forbidden secret.   

 

In the far aerial tree branches, I saw movement. Then gradually the 

movement came nearer. I turned stiff, clutching my notebook tight. 

Could it be some wild creature? But to my relief, a man appeared from 

the rustling bushes, hustling breezily. An ethnic looking village man 

with a bun over his forehead, just like my grandpa. 

 

‘Hey!’ I called out at the man, climbing down from the rock. 

 

He suddenly paused and looked at me stupefied.   

 

‘Is this the lost village?’ I asked hesitantly. A question that had 

been broiling inside of me for so many years.   

 

The man looked at me intensely and asked from a curious distance 

observing my pants, t-shirt and gum boots, ‘Who are you? You look 

different.’ 

 

‘Oh, I am a student, a botany student.’ I gave a defaulted reply but 

realizing the education level of the man I quickly added, ‘I came here 

to study the vegetation of this valley.’   

 

‘Nothing grows in this valley, it is a cursed village.’ He said and 

gingerly walked upwards briefly glancing at the village monolith. He 

looked like my father’s age, but only more handsome and sturdy. 

 

‘What happened here?’ I quickly asked. ‘How did the entire village 

disappear?’ 
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The man walked up the steps of the rock gazing intensely at the black 

surface and asked me, ‘Do you believe in mystical pythons?’   

 

I shrugged following him. 

 

‘Sometimes humans end up making strange friendships and falling into 

unpredictable fate lines!’ He chuckled and sat down over the rock, his 

eyes remembering a story from the past. 

 

He said. 

 

Once upon a time, many years ago, this valley was teeming with life. 

Everything grew and prospered here. The climate was lovely. The harvest 

was plenty. The water was fresh. The land was fertile. The people were 

happy. There was music in the rustling leaves of the paddy fields. Men 

and women celebrated Nyokum with fervor and praised our Sun-Moon deity 

manifold. 

 

Those were the good times, but those were the worst of the times as 

well. Village feuds and wars were rampant. Everyone wanted the best 

land, water and harvest for themselves. So one day it reached the ears 

of the neighboring Sede village, ten mountains away from here, about 

the fertility of the Pakke valley, the valley that gave sweet smelling 

rice. 

 

Folks from Sede village prepared and waited for a moonless night to 

attack. They hid like quiet ghosts on the tree tops and gingerly climbed 

down when the domestic fowls were quiet and dogs tired of barking were 

snoring under the warmth of their owner’s fireplaces. They scurried 

up like rats to the bamboo houses, in pairs, one man latched the door 

with timber posts and guarded the door with a machete while the other 

went down to set the house on fire. The villagers were in deep sleep 

somersaulting in their fourth stages of dreams, unaware that it was 

the last few moments of them breathing dreams, then fumes and then 

nothing. After midnight, the entire village rose up in distraught 

flames with dying hues and cries. Those who managed to rush out of the 

locked doors were slained right at the door. That horrific night all 
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the men, women, children, mithuns, pigs, domestic fowls, and the dogs 

were burnt alive. Except for one man. 

 

That man, Bida Kino, survived death by slim chance of fate. He was 

sleeping on this very rock that night, planning for an early hunting 

trip to the forest. He woke up hearing masculine voices in his head.  

‘The Pakke valley belongs to us now!’ The Sede folks hollered 

victoriously holding up their bloodied machete, their sweaty body 

shining under the silhouette of the splintering flames. Bida rose up 

and rubbed his eyes, to see his entire village being roasted. 

 

‘Did you check all the households?’ ‘Yes, brother. There is no one left. 

We have wiped out the entire village!’ ‘No, wait there is one man left.’ 

They noticed the black figure of Bida Kino standing on the rock. 

 

‘I will come back one day and avenge you all!’ Bida shouted, tears and 

anger boiling in his blood as he leaped down from the rock into the 

darkness and fled into the forest. The Sede folks chased him for many 

days and nights. 

 

Bida ran and climbed through the rough impenetrable rugged and rocky 

terrains in terror. Once when he had reached one of the steepest 

mountains, he stopped. When the terror subsided, he realized that he 

was naked, consumed by hunger and thirst. He felt like the only person 

left on the earth in the dark company of dense forests. Many nights 

he cried his sorrows to the mountains that he had decided to make his 

home. He lived like a ghost in the mountains. Sometimes he slept like 

monkeys on the trees. Sometimes like a lion inside a cave. He ate fruits 

and buried the peels. He never left a footprint. 

 

One day, in the mountain while foraging for wild roots, he found an 

egg. He held the egg tenderly in his palms and asked, ‘Who are you?’ 

The egg was silent. 

 

 Under a giant tree, he built a cave with dried leaves and placed the 

egg on it. He waited for weeks. One day, the egg started to crack and 

a tiny baby python emerged out of it.  
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After living like an animal for days, the man could not contain the 

happiness in owning another creature. He celebrated the arrival of the 

python and nursed and fed the python like his own child. His days became 

livelier and his fate started to magically transform in the mystical 

company of the python. He would whistle and the python would emerge 

and they would explore the terrains of their small hamlet. He grew 

healthier, taller, and handsomer. He had built himself a house in the 

mountain. He tended fields that gave surplus yield. He had everything 

except a woman to start a family. 

 

Meanwhile, the Sede clans had taken over his village and were in 

constant curious lookout for the last surviving man of the village. 

They scanned all the nearby mountains except for one mountain. It was 

the mountain where the python and the man lived. Whoever crossed the 

giant tree never came alive. With the help of their shamans, they were 

certain that it was some mystical power that was saving that man. 

Knowing the marriageable stage of the young man, they sent their most 

beautiful maiden to the rocky mountains. 

 

Bida saw the maiden in the mountains and fell for her at first sight. 

Deep in love, he had forgotten about his python, which waited in the 

cave to hear one of his whistling calls. The maiden, surprised to see 

such a fine built house in the middle of the forest stocked with rice 

and vegetables, started living in his house. The Pakke valley did not 

give sweet smelling rice after that fire holocaust. She tended him 

dearly and took care of all his manly needs. One morning, she woke up 

to find him gone. She followed him secretly and saw him walk towards 

the tall tree holding a bowl of food. After reaching the tree, he 

whistled and slowly a python emerged out of the cave. ‘Ajin ho, I am 

sorry I have had some work so I could not visit you for some days.’ 

Bida said as he fed the python and scuttled up to the pathways to tend 

the fields. The maiden was now certain about the truth of a mystical 

power. The next morning, after Bida had gone to the fields. She walked 

towards the tree and in eagerness attempted a whistle. 

 

In the evening when Bida came back from the fields, the maiden was not 

there in the house. Worried he searched the entire mountain. Later in 

the evening he hobbled up to his python. There he saw the python had 

curled up the maiden and she was screaming. He wrestled and rescued 

the maiden. Enraged, he took out his machete and chopped off the giant 

tree and kicked away the rocks of the python’s cave. He taunted the 

python spitefully, ‘This is the woman I love. My kind, I belong to them, 

not you! You, you are…. just a snake! We can’t be ajins anymore!’ The 
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python in utter disappointment slithered away, disappearing into the 

nearby mountains. 

 

He went back to his house with the maiden. Tired of anguish and anger, 

he rested his head on her lap, thinking faintly about his python. Where 

does Ajin must have gone? The maiden served him rice wine infused with 

some sleeping berries. 

 

The next morning when he woke up, his eyes burnt with bright searing 

sunrays. He was lying on the same big rock and he could not move an 

inch. His limbs were secured with tight cane ropes jutting into his 

bloodied flesh. 

 

‘Don’t you know that we humans are the real snakes?’ The maiden sneered 

standing across the Sede clan folks who had finally succeeded in 

catching him. The folks laughed at his foolishness. An order was passed 

by their elders to eliminate the last original man of the valley. A 

young muscular boy climbed up the rock with his machete and lifted up 

his machete taking his position. 

 

Bida looked up at the skies, remembering all the atrocities he had gone 

through after the massacre of his whole clan, wandering in the mountains 

when he found his only true friend whom he had distrusted. ‘Ajin ho!’ 

He cried and closed his eyes, ready to accept his fate. 

 

The boy held the machete tightly with both his hands ready to strike 

when, suddenly a tremor occurred misbalancing him from the rock. The 

bushes shook and an eerie sound crept up around the village. All the 

Sede clans looked around frightfully trying to locate the grumbling 

sound, their hearts raced as the clouds turn dark and took the shape 

of a snake causing a dizzying circle of wind that swept them up, until 

a huge python appeared from the bushy corners and swallowed the entire 

village! 

 

When Bida opened his eyes, the boy with the machete was gone, the maiden 

was gone, the Sede clan men and women were gone. The children, the houses 

and the domestic animals were gone too. His limbs were freed and his 

python was sloughing off his old skin soundlessly on this big rock. 

That is how this village came to be known as the lost village.   
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The man finished narrating the story and walked towards the monolith. 

 

I was speechless, yet I prodded him with a very essential query. ‘But 

how did you know this story?’ 

 

There was a long pause, I was afraid that I had disappointed him, but 

the reply came affirmatively. ‘Because I was there.’ He turned back 

and smiled at my confused face and said, ‘We are still here, just that 

we have grown a little older and wiser.’ 

 

The exotic looking man looked across at the forest and created a 

beautiful lilting whistle that reverberated like waves across the 

valley. Then the corners of the bushes moved and I was certain what 

I saw. A big beautiful python slithering out of the bushes. 

 

 ‘Ajin ho, it’s time to return to our hamlet!’ The man said and both 

of them rushed, disappearing into the cradle of high mountains. A 

strange sensation slithered over my body. I waited for a few seconds 

clenching my notebook. Then on an impulse I fled, rushing up the 

pathways, forgetting about the nettles till I found myself in the 

company of my classmates. 

 

‘What happened?’ They asked. 

 

‘Nothing.’ I lied, catching my breath. 

 

As the bus plunged back into the misty roads, my heart was pounding 

with a giddy excitement to rush back into the feeble arms of my grandma 

and tell her the complete story of the lost village. 

 

“One Thousand Two Hundred” by Quinn Brown (USA) 

 

It has only been twenty-four hours since I died, and already the blood 

of pooling in pockets of sagging skin, leaving purple-red stains that 

reminds me of my mother’s lipstick kisses. I wonder what she is thinking 
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right now, where she is. Has she called the police to tell them my lips 

are slowly turning the cobalt tone of their uniforms? They say a mother 

can feel when her child dies, when the last bubbles of oxygen get trapped 

between their incisors. But mother and I…we have not been close since 

the umbilical cord was cut. I rest my head on my knees and contemplate 

the corpse. It is a curious feeling, almost like watching a friend 

sleep. I stare, unblinking, at my chest, waiting for it to rise with 

a raspy breath. I will wake up soon, and this will be nothing but a 

bad dream, a supernatural story to tell around campfires. But as the 

sun crosses the sky, a certainty settles in my stomach, like a stone 

reaching the bottom of a lake. The trees buzz with hungry insects, not 

yet brave enough to come closer. But they will come, I am sure of it.  

I wonder when they will find my body.  

 

It has been ninety-six hours since I died, and the insects have come 

to claim my body. They crawl across the open eyes, picking apart the 

sun reflected in the irises. Tendrils of smoke rise from the body and 

push at the barriers of skin until everything is swollen like a birthday 

balloon, splashed with saffron and turmeric. Wild things come sneaking 

out of the trees with twitching noses and erect ears, encouraged by 

the bravery of the flies who lay their eggs in the waterline. They pop 

the skin with their needle-teeth and tear it apart, exposing rotting 

meat. Scraps of flesh fall to the ground, wrinkled like book bindings 

and coloured like rotten peaches at harvest-time. They wave in the wind 

like friendly hands, beckoning the solstice. Golden-brown leaves look 

at me with pity and fall to caress my cheeks. They know what it is to 

decay. I wait for the angels that father promised. The angels I prayed 

to, kneeling by my bed in a cotton nightdress. I pray to them even now, 

repeating the names of the saviours that were pledged to me. My ears 

twitch, waiting for their footfalls and trumpet-song. I am patient. 

I can wait.  

I wonder when they will find my body.  

 

It has been two hundred and forty hours since I died, and the gums are 

flaking away like the old paint at grandma’s cottage. The roots of the 

teeth are exposed in a snarling grimace, so pained that it seems to 

be a reaction to the maggots who work through blackened flesh and expose 

ligaments and tendons. They march across tightropes of sinew like 

performers from the circus that stops in my town every summer, smelling 

of sugar and metal. I remember their mirror-maze, with strips of 

polished metal that warped your features. Looking at the twisted face 

of my corpse feels as though I am staring into one of those mirrors. 

Putrescence seeps from my pores in expulsions of foul liquid that infect 
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the ground and colour it grey. The granite grass forms a fairy-ring 

around the corpse, as if in warning. As if it is contagious.  

I wonder when they will find my body.  

 

It has been six hundred hours since I died, and I watch as spiders settle 

in the eye-sockets. They build their homes, weighed down with morning 

dew, and raise their children amongst the cartilage, feeding them with 

slices of grey matter. They come and go as they please, tapping over 

the exposed skull with spindly, hairy legs. Pity rises in my throat 

and I reach for the corpse. My hand passes through the cavern where 

its stomach should be and my fingertips drift over the frayed vertebrae.  

I wonder if they will find my body.  

 

It has been one thousand two hundred hours since I died, and the weather 

is beautiful. It is a rainy day at the turn of autumn and the world 

pulses in yellows dampened by the cloudburst. Trees curl their branches 

to the sky in thanks, stretching to the heavens in an attempt to collect 

every last drop. What manages to evade the trees falls to the earth 

in glittering silver shards or gets lost in the thick fur of creatures 

who scurry past, looking for shelter. Their beady eyes do not even 

glance my way. Even the forest has forgotten me. I am little more than 

an outline now. A whispering memory, overtaken by the vitality that 

vibrates in every corner of this grove. I am a forgotten goddess, with 

budding flowers for eyes and butterflies in my stomach. I close my eyes 

and try to remember what rainy days smell like.  

No one will ever find my body. 

 

 

Honorable Mentions: 
 

“Like a Bird” by David Ehrlich (Brazil) 

 

 

                Peter spotted a small, dark dot flying across that 

completely cloudless sky, and immediately grabbed his binoculars to 

check it out. Just as he thought: large wings, rather pointed tail tip, 
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extensively grey flanks, black head. “Got you, my pesky little 

darling!” he thought, and ordered his camel to keep moving across the 

desert, following the bird.  

                It flew towards a large, dark mountain massive starkly 

standing out amidst the sandy lowlands of the Sahara Desert. From that 

distance, it seemed largely bare of vegetation, but there certainly 

was some sort of oasis there. That was where Peter would find the bird.  

                - We got company! – Suddenly said Igider, pointing 

towards a group of four figures slowly getting closer. Amastan and 

Izemrasen grabbed their rifles, though without taking them out: those 

were times of unrest, and depending on whom those people were, things 

could get nasty. They could be Tuareg, French or even Hausa, all of 

them would bring trouble with them.  

                Peter sighed: wherever there were humans, there was 

conflict. Back in Europe there was conflict, boys fighting each other 

in muddy trenches. For two years it had been like that. There was no 

more nature there, only No Man’s Land. But even in that vast, silent 

and lonely desert, where sometimes Peter could hear his own heartbeat 

and it seemed there was no time at all, or rather all the time in the 

world, there was conflict.  

                It took a few minutes until the strangers could be 

identified as Tuareg. Igider, Amastan and Izemrasen released their 

guns, being Tuareg themselves, but didn’t completely lower their guard. 

After all, they could still be rebels. Not exactly dangerous, but could 

drag them into dangerous situations. None of them wanted that, 

especially Peter. One last time he looked at the dark dot flying towards 

the mountains. “Let’s hope you’ll wait until we’re there”.  

                Finally the group got close enough to talk. It 

consisted of three men and a young boy. All of them stared unfriendly 

towards Peter, then proceeded to talk to his companions.  

                - We are thirsty. – One of them said in the Tuareg 

language Peter was slowly learning.  

                - And we are hungry. – Said Amastan. He turned, as if 

asking Peter for permission. Peter nodded, and Izemrasen gave the 

strangers the group’s water to drink. They, on their hand, gave Peter 

and his companions some flat bread to eat.  

                The boy, who seemed to be about nine years-old, was 

the first one to drink the water, and while his own companions drank, 

he stared at Peter, with very angry eyes.  

                - French or Italian? – The boy asked in French, 

possibly the only European language he knew how to speak.  
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                - English. – Peter answered.  

                - Mellan. – Said one of the men accompanying the boy, 

using the Tuareg word for white man – All the same.  

                - The white men are at war among themselves. – Another 

of the boy’s companions said, again in French, then turned to Peter 

– Are you fighting with or against the French?  

                - I fight no one. – Once again answered Peter.  

                - A man who fights no one won’t last long in this land.  

– Said the third companion. He then looked at the large boxes Peter’s 

camel was carrying – What do you have there?  

                - A camera. I am a photographer.  

                - A photographer! – The second companion exclaimed – 

A cousin of mine met a photographer once. Had his picture taken. What 

is your name, photographer?  

                - Peter Wood.  

                - How about you take a picture of us?  

                - A picture of us… - The third companion interrupted, 

looking at his back – Or a picture of all of us?  

                Behind them, a big cloud of dust was getting closer. 

Looking through his binoculars, Peter realized it wasn’t an ordinary 

cloud of dust: it was the dust lifted by the hooves of about two hundred 

camels, each one carrying a Tuared armed with a rifle. Peter, before 

travelling to French Africa, tried to learn as much as he could about 

the Tuareg, and quickly recognized symbols from all seven Tuareg 

confederations. By God, some of them lived all the way in Libya, what 

were they doing there?!  

                - Who are you?! – Peter said, and then looked at that 

one young boy, riding in front of those Tuareg like some sort of leader 

– And who is this boy?!  

                - Show some respect, mellan. – Said that first 

companion – This boy is Issouf, son of our leader Kaocen. We are his 

escort. And that is our army, ready to fight against the French.  

 

                “So they are rebels”, thought Peter. “I should have 

known”.  

                There was no other way: he would have to travel with 

them. Fortunately, they were heading to the same place as him: those 

massive Aïr Mountains, where Kaocen was waiting to resume his revolt. 
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Through his guides, Peter knew what was going on: for years the Tuareg 

had been fighting against the French, who forced them to pay high taxes 

and seized many of their camels to aid in conquests. And after the most 

recent drought, which lasted three years, the Tuareg were more willing 

to revolt than ever. Then three months earlier, Kaocen, a local Tuareg 

clan leader, rallied a force of over a thousand warriors and defeated 

the area’s French garrison, seizing all major towns around the 

mountains and putting that whole place under Tuareg control.  

                Issouf’s companions – who Peter now knew were called 

Omara, Brigi and Mahamadou – proudly retold the story. Only then did 

they tell something Peter wasn’t aware of: in 1907, before Kaocen 

started to engage in battles against French forces, he had a son with 

a young Tuareg woman. But then he chose to partake in the fight against 

the French, leaving to Chad in order to participate in several raids. 

Now that he was back to his homeland as a rebel leader, he found out 

his son’s mother had recently been killed by the French, as a way of 

reprisal, and that they had captured his son. Kaocen sent two hundred 

of his men to release Issouf, and the boy was now on his way to finally 

meet the father he hadn’t seen since he was a toddler.  

                The young Issouf didn’t say much while his father’s 

story was told. That whole time, he just stared silently at Peter, but 

the man couldn’t say if it was just due to curiosity.  

                - How many people have you photographed? – The boy 

finally asked.  

                - I don’t photograph people. – Answered Peter.  

                - Then why are you here?  

                - To document the migration of the Sardinian warbler.  

                - The what?!  

                - I don’t know how you Tuareg call it. It’s a bird. 

It lives in Italy, and during winter it migrates to the Sahel. I’ve 

been travelling and taking pictures of every place the bird has been, 

and seeing how far it goes. That is what brought me here.  

                - Why do you do that?  

                - You want me to be honest? – Peter brought his camel 

closer to Issouf’s, in order to talk almost next to the boy’s ear – 

No reason. I just take pictures of birds. I’ve already travelled to 

hidden corners across all seven continents, photographing the 

migratory patterns of birds. That’s what I’ve been doing for the last 

21 years.  

                - And what did you do before that?  
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                - I was a teacher. I would teach young boys like you 

how to write and read, how to speak properly and become gentlemen. But 

then I came across this picture… I can’t remember now the name of the 

photographers, but it was a picture of a bird’s nest with eggs. It was 

the purest thing I’d ever seen. Even years after those eggs hatched 

and the chicks flew away from the nest, that picture will always show 

that exact moment, without human interference. Even a painting still 

has a human touch; two painters will always paint the nest differently, 

even if they paint it from the same angle. And that was when I realized 

it. That all those years I’d been teaching kids the art of words, when 

actually words mean nothing. I’ve been trying to describe you what I 

felt seeing that picture, but if you saw it, no words at all would have 

been needed. And that is why I quit my job and became a photographer. 

Nature needs no words, and I gave up on the world of words. I haven’t 

written a single letter in three years. Meanwhile, many of my former 

students have died on a trench, shot on the head, bleeding to death 

on barb wire or blown up to bits, just because of words they heard or 

read telling them to kill and die.  

                - I don’t understand it…  

                - I don’t thing I can understand it myself. – Peter 

laughed.  

                - But why birds?!  

                - I don’t know! Maybe I’m doing it for nothing. – Peter 

smiled – Or rather for myself.  

                - What do you mean?  

                - It’s an old motto from Yorkshire, where I come from. 

It sounds better in our dialect, but it says the same: “Hear everything, 

see everything, say nothing. Eat everything, drink everything, pay 

nothing. And if you ever do anything for nothing, always do it for 

yourself”.  

                - I don’t understand anything of what you are saying…  

                - Somehow, I hope you never have to understand it.  

                Peter couldn’t tell for how long they rode through the 

desert. On that bare landscape, there were no watches to imprison time 

in hours and minutes: rather, it flew freely like a bird, and it was 

everywhere, to the point of meaning nothing. Peter could have blinked 

once or a million times, but in the blink of an eye they were right 

next to the mountains, getting close to a small town near an oasis. 

But before the army entered the town, everyone stopped. Peter would 

have asked why, but soon realized it: towns and oasis always meant 

noise, unlike the brutally silent desert. One would hear people 
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talking, camels grunting, donkeys braying, dogs barking. None of that 

could be heard. It was as silent as any other place for miles and miles.  

                “The people could have fled”, Peter thought. After 

all, there was a revolt going on, and on such conflicts people tend 

to flee from small towns, where they are less safe.  

                Then the wind changed direction, blowing straight to 

their faces. And the smell was unmistakable: a stench of rot, a stench 

of death.  

                The first gunshot was heard before any of the Tuareg 

could take any action, and one of them suddenly fell from his camel. 

Only then did the French soldiers get out of their hidings. There were 

hundreds of them, standing on rooftops, hiding behind barrels, pointing 

their rifles through windows. All of them started to shoot at the same 

time.  

                The Tuareg were taken by surprise, but did not panic: 

many of them were experienced in battling against the French and quickly 

dispersed themselves, making it more difficult for the enemies to shoot 

them. With rifles in their hands, they charged, shooting back while 

riding.  

                Peter stayed still where he was, bedazzled by the 

Tuareg’s braveness. He looked for his guides. Peter soon found Igider, 

lying dead on the ground with a bullet wound piercing his throat. 

Amastan, who happened to be Igider’s brother, was lying right next to 

him, alive, but crying in the most heartbreaking of fraternal despairs. 

No sign of Izemrasen could be seen.  

                Issouf. What about Issouf, where was he?! The Tuareg 

wouldn’t let him fight the French, they rode through the desert just 

to bring him to his father. But where was he?!  

                Peter soon saw him, being dragged by Omara, who was 

running away by foot, his camel probably shot down. At first he thought 

that Omara, being part of Issouf’s escort, was just taking him to 

safety. But then Peter saw the way Issouf was being dragged. And a bell 

rang on his head, remembering those long-past days as a teacher, under 

that cruel school system where the authority was the law, and not the 

opposite. He remembered seeing school boys being dragged like that by 

their teachers or seniors. And soon realized Issouf was in danger.  

                Peter ignored the hellish battle around him. And 

somehow, it ignored him back, as no bullets hit him while he rode his 

camel as fast as the animal could. Though the poor creature, not used 

to gunshots, was quite scared, and though it looked thirstly at the 

lake which formed the heart of the oasis, it obeyed its master, and 

safely reached the entrance of a narrow valley where, after weeks of 
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travelling, Peter finally saw trees, small acacias and balsams growing 

up between the rocky mountains. There he reached Omara, trying to walk 

his way up the valley.  

                - Stop! – Said Peter, passing over Omara. Peter was 

unarmed, so all he could do was use his huge camel to block the Tuareg’s 

way.  

                - What are you doing, mellan? – Asked Omara.  

                - That’s exactly what I was going to ask you.  

                - I am bringing Issouf to his father, away from this 

lost battle.  

                - And what else?  

                - What do you mean, what else?!  

                - You knew those French were waiting for us, didn’t 

you?  

                - Don’t you dare say “us”, mellan! You are not one of 

us!  

                - You didn’t answer me, Omara. What about you? Are you 

one of “you”? Do you think you are one of “you”? Or do you think you 

are better? That you are you and they are them?  

                - Don’t try to confuse me with your words!  

                - Didn’t you hear me before? Words mean nothing to me. 

I just saw the way you are dragging this boy. You don’t care about his 

safety. You just want to get close to Kaocen, right? That’s what the 

French told you to do.  

                Omara suddenly pulled a pistol he was hiding under his 

clothes, pointing it not towards Peter, but towards Issouf.  

                - That’s right! Kaocen knows his revolt won’t last 

long! We all knew a large force was being dispatched from Zinder to 

suppress us! That’s why he went on hiding! He won’t even let other Tuareg 

get near him! But if I bring him his son, he’ll have to let me get close 

enough.  

                - Then what? What did the French promise you, to make 

you a sultan? – Omara didn’t answer, but his eyes told everything Peter 

needed to know – They’ll just give you a title and then offer themselves 

to protect you. You won’t have any real power, you’ll be just a puppet, 

and if you do anything they dislike they’ll destroy you and put another 

better-behaved puppet in your place. The French have done it dozens 

of times before. The British, too, have done it dozens of times before. 

To those people, every living being in this continent is expendable.  
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                - Now it’s you who’s seeing yourself as better than 

“them”. Who are you but some crazy mellan who comes to our land thinking 

he can do whatever he likes? You can’t! This is our nature, not yours! 

And if you ever find yourself alone here, I bet you won’t last a single…  

                Omara didn’t get to finish his sentence. A gunshot was 

heard, and Omara fell dead on the ground. Peter was shocked to see the 

shot came from a pistol the young Issouf was holding. He, too, probably 

had it hidden all this time.  

                - Issouf… - Peter whispered.  

                - He is right, you know? – The boy said, seeming unmoved 

by having just killed a man – You think you can be like a bird flying 

from one place to another, and that that’s what nature is like. It isn’t. 

Nature also has lions. Maybe there are no deserts in your Yorkshire, 

but here we don’t value what you say, we value what you do. You say 

a lot about words meaning nothing, but you don’t do anything either. 

You call it freedom, but here we just call it cowardice.  

                - By God… - Peter was stunned, even if a part of him 

couldn’t quite grab the meaning of what Issouf was saying.  

                - Arrêter! – They suddenly heard someone saying. When 

Peter and Issouf turned to look, at least a dozen French soldiers were 

entering the valley, pointing their guns at them.  

                - Don’t shoot, I’m English! – Peter said, but the 

soldiers ignored him and grabbed Issouf, taking his gun out of his hand 

– Don’t touch him!  

                - Arrêter! – A soldier shouted at Peter’s face, 

grabbing the reed of the photographer’s camel. Peter tried to resist, 

but the soldier hit him with the butt of his gun. He was knocked out, 

falling right over the box where his camera was.  

                When Peter woke up, he was all alone. No sign of Issouf, 

or the French, or even the camel. His camera was completely smashed 

under his back.  

                He ran back to the oasis. No one there to see. At least 

no one alive. Peter recognized Amastan and Izemrasen, along with those 

of Brigi and Mahamadou. All of them gunned down and lying next to a 

wall. But wherever he looked, he couldn’t find a single sign of Issouf.  

                Then he heard a fast and rattling song, coming from 

the lake. And there it was, a Sardinian warbler, staring back at Peter 

with its black head and red eyes. Peter instinctively tried to reach 

his camera, only to realize he had none. He had no camera to take a 

picture of the bird. He had no camel to reach civilization. How long 

until a caravan reached that place? Could he find a nearby town by foot?  
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                At that moment, Peter wished Issouf didn’t shoot Omara 

before he said how long he betted the photographer would last alone 

in that vast, silent, lonely and beautiful desert. 

 

“The Badger” by Daniela Albu (Romania) 

 

The car door was locked. Without realizing this, she hastily tried to 

open it.  The helpless expression on her face and the idea of 

indifferently leaving a woman alone in that rain made me pull on the 

right and accept to take her for what I thought it would be a short 

lift.  Still, I resented her presence. She was obviously trying to 

flirt with me and in spite of her beauty, I felt annoyed. I was thinking 

so intensely of Patricia that I could only find her boring. She 

obviously has class, I thought. But why on earth did I take her into 

my car, especially when anything might happen in this crazy world? She 

can as well be either a thief, a psychopath, or a murderer. Why did 

I let myself moved by the fact that she was looking so desperate with 

her small suitcase, by the road, in the middle of nowhere? I had still 

a long distance to drive and the sky was turning almost black. I could 

feel from inside the car the pressure of the strong wind. Maybe she 

was not trying to flirt with me after all and it was only my impression. 

I could not help looking at her thin delicate arms. She had gorgeous 

natural red hair and an extremely white skin. I could guess the elegant 

shape of her body under the long, vaporous summer dress. 

 

The wind became stronger and stronger. Now we could hear the pebbles 

hitting the car. The green pupils of her eyes were widening almost like 

those of a cat. It was not fear, but we both felt a sort of tension 

growing with the gathering of the dark clouds above us. We seemed to 

be leaving the light behind us and to be heading straight into the heart 

of the coming storm. Clouds of dust were now whirling on the road and 

rising up into the sky. I had to get to Patricia. 

 

She had been so insistent at the time that I finally agreed to buy that 

cottage so far away from the city, with no neighbors, and too near the 

woods. We were both charmed by the gorgeous view of the lake nearby 

from the bedroom windows and from the porch.  Of course she made wonders 

and with time, the cottage became extremely comfortable. I still 

resented having to drive for so many hours to get there. I presume I 

am a lazy bourgeois and I would rather watch TV, glass of good wine 

in my hand, than enjoy the strong fresh windy air of the lake and woods 

and all the other countryside pleasures. But who could resist to 
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Patricia’s charm? One could never neglect her presence when she would 

enter a room. All of us were so sad when she could not continue her 

ballerina career because of that stupid knee surgery. She could walk 

perfectly now, but she could dance no more. 

 

“Stop it, for Christ’s sake! Haven’t you seen the poor badger? It’s 

a real wonder that he got away. Look! Look! He safely reached the other 

side”. 

 

The woman’s shout has been loud but pleasant, like a cold shower to 

my nerves. 

 

“What are you, one of those ecologists? I haven’t seen the darn badger. 

 

Can’t you see the storm looming ahead of us? Do you think I care about 

a stupid animal jumping under the wheels?” 

 

Of course I did not really mean it. I was actually glad that the badger 

was all right. The woman was tense, but so was I. I could clearly see 

by the black sky ahead that we were heading directly into the storm. 

The poor badger must have thought it was night when he tried to cross 

the road. 

 

“I’m sorry!” I said. 

 

She nodded but I felt her tension combined with a sort of sadness.  

After all, we are all God’s creatures. I could have been that badger 

myself, I thought, but I did not say anything more. I just continued 

to drive scarcely seeing the road in front of me. A heavy rain soon 

started splashing its drops at random in the wild wind. The sound of 

the rain always relaxes me but this time it was as if someone was 

whipping the car with fury. The wind grew wilder and wilder. I would 

not stop the car for anything in the world. I desperately wanted to 

see Patty. I missed her the entire week and it felt like a year to me. 

 

“Don’t you think it would be wiser to pull on the right for a while”? 

She candidly asked me. 
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“And do what; just wait for it to get worse?” 

 

That very moment I realized that she might take me for a very rude 

person. I did not care. I was thinking of Patty’s embrace, of her soft 

arms, her curly black hair, so black that in the light it seemed almost 

dark blue, her warm walnut eyes, so strange, so innocent and different 

from any other woman’s eyes. 

 

Her stupid idea of spending so much time at the cottage, made me 

endlessly drive almost every Friday to see her. How thrilled I was to 

surprise her like that and just show up on a Wednesday evening. I even 

bought two bottles of her favorite Merlot. We will dine gazing at the 

lake, not caring about the storm from our cozy living room, and then 

would make love all night like a crazy young roguish couple. My sweet 

Patty! I know that life has not been fair to you but from now on, I 

will try to make it up for all your misfortunes. I had not been right 

to put my career before anything. I will treasure you, as you deserve. 

 

“Excuse me for not being too talkative”. I suddenly said to the woman. 

 

“It’s OK. My name is Sandra”. 

 

“I’m Michael. I just want to get to my wife and I am only annoyed with 

this storm”. 

 

“It seems to be right ahead of us. It is as if we are going into it. 

I’m not afraid, I’m from Kansas” 

 

“That’s good to hear. It almost looks like a tornado to me.” 

 

“Don’t worry. Are you sure you don’t want to stop and calm down for 

a moment?” 

 

“No. I’ve already told you. I have to get to my wife.” 
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“You must love her a lot”. 

 

I did not feel like answering her. I continued to drive. My eyes were 

almost in tears because of my effort to focus on the road. She looked 

at me with a sort of compassion and then she asked for my permission 

to smoke. I nodded. I did not wish to enter into any more conversation 

with her. She lit a cigarette and for a moment the flame of her lighter 

brought a strange powerful light in all that darkness. The car 

headlights were piercing the dense dust and fog. The gusts of rain were 

stopping and coming again in sequences. The woman’s green eyes were 

extremely sparkling, like those of some rare wild creature taken by 

surprise. 

 

“I must admit I saw few men driving into a storm like this for someone 

else’s sake” said she. 

 

I drove for almost another two hours and the center of the storm seemed 

to be always ahead of us. Whenever we were reaching a place, the storm 

was one pace further. We saw fallen trees and wires and had to wait 

for almost half an hour while a huge trunk was removed from the road. 

We passed some houses with broken windows, smashed roofs, and were 

terrified of what more was to come while advancing in the footsteps 

of that disaster. All this time I felt an inexplicable secret bound 

between Sandra and me. I did not know who she was and I did not care. 

We were two closed people in the middle of perils and this was the only 

thing that mattered. 

 

“We are now getting closer to my place. I will speak to my wife and 

you can spend the night with us.” 

She nodded in that special way of hers, without thanking me, as if she 

didn’t care. 

I was so happy when I saw my house from distance. Getting closer, I 

realized that, with the exception of some bended trees in the front 

garden, it seemed not to have suffered major damage. I told Sandra to 

wait in the car until I clarify the situation with Patty.  When I got 

out, I could barely slam back the car door.  Finally, I managed to reach 

the porch and to enter the house fighting to push the front door. 

It struck me to see from the living room, the broken window of the 

kitchen with the fluttering curtains and the wind howling everywhere. 
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I knew how careful Patty was with these things and I could not realize 

why this carelessness. I rushed into the kitchen and I pulled down the 

shutters to block the hole. I started anxiously to call Patty. 

Obviously, the roar of the wind outside covered my voice. 

 I went upstairs and I opened the bedroom door.  And there they were; 

her sweet face resting on the shoulder of my friend Jack, her half 

covered body in his arms, under the blue quilt, both plunged into a 

deep sleep, looking like the perfect pair. I slowly closed the door, 

went downstairs and managed to go back to the car.  I accelerated with 

incredible fastness to get out of that nightmare and with an amazing 

accuracy which at that time, I did not realize it was triggered by my 

disappointment and despair. Despite the strong gusts, strangely, the 

storm was no longer ahead of us, but it looked like it would get there 

soon and a sixth sense warned me that this was just the beginning of 

what was to come. I left the storm behind without any remorse of what 

might follow or happen. 

 

Sandra did not ask me anything. Only late in the night, when I was still 

aimlessly driving, staring at the headlights she whispered: 

“You look exactly like that badger that managed to get away”. 

 

 

 

Other Selected Short Stories: 
 

 

“COVID’s Combat” by Amy Pacini (USA) 

 

Masked mercenaries under covert cover on a mutiny’s mission 

Harrowingly hunkered within hermetically hiding homes on looming 

lockdown 

In constraining containment of invisible isolation against the 

infectiously insurgent invasion. 

 

Bravely battling on the formidable front lines of COVID’s combat 
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To infiltrate the contracted camps from spreading sickness and deadly 

destruction 

Prepped and primed with an airtight arsenal of exterminating equipment 

and disinfectant droids 

Vengefully vanquishing the viral viper’s pervasive poison with 

vaccinating victory. 

 

Dreaming of the dramatically diseaseless day 

When shadowed skies clear the coughing clouds with rosy radiance 

Unveiling a visionary view of welcomingly wakening wonder and 

breathtakingly blissful beauty 

Refreshing breezes carefreely sway with purifying purpose and calm 

contentment. 

 

The cresting coronavirus crisis plummetingly plateaus 

Taming the tempest’s cyclonic current and turning the tumultuous tides 

of plaguing peril 

Suppressing the exhaustively ending storm surge prevailingly passing 

by serenity’s shore. 

 

Determinedly dashing through our urgently unlatched doors 

Giddily greeting our families, friends, and neighbors 

With happy hellos, felicitous faces, and glowing grins 

Joining in jubilant jigs and singing sunshine songs 

Emotional embraces of tearful tenderness liberate love after 

yesterday’s yearning year 

Cheerfully conversing in communal connection of freedom’s friendship 

As we safely socialize with healthy hopefulness and progressive 

promise. 

 

Ready to resound the commerce chime 

Businesses booming with robust resilience and soaring success 
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Revitalized retailers and restaurants officially opening with full 

service and complete capacity 

With record breaking customer crowds and profitable purchases. 

 

Launching locomotion, livelihood, and leisure 

Galvanizingly geared up for grand gatherings and elaborate events 

Finally, time for fun festivities and enjoying exciting excursions once 

again. 

 

Restoring rhythmic regularity in routines and rituals 

Exhilarating energy and emerging earthly equilibrium 

Recreating humankind’s reality and universally uniting us 

With a revolutionary COVID cure for regenerating civilizations in 

centuries to come. 

 

 

 

“Metamorphosis and other Arts” by Elizabeth Eve King (USA) 

 

The intersection of Adams and 28th Street is surrounded by the smell 

of rancid spicy foods cooking. An old women selling roasted corn and 

tamales relentlessly roams the streets crying “TaMALes” in sonorous 

tones that battle with the the ice-cream cart's relentless, high, too 

cheerful jiggles. Ruined once been majestic Victorian homes, now house 

teeming masses, families of five and more encamped in one room 

apartments. Some yards have crazy, uncontrolled gardens, but most are 

dirty lots where trash is kicked. Cholos (gangsters) stride down the 

streets. Colorful tattoos of the Virgin and long family names decorate 

their arms. Their pants too big, too baggy. In the streets children 

construct wooden ramps and skateboard off, levitating into the traffic. 

Babies scream .Fat women roast tortillas over open fires. Streets are 

trashed. The only color is the indecipherable clamor of graffiti.  

It is here that I work for a non-profit organization. We began fifteen 

years ago by building housing. Now we build healthy neighborhoods… or 

that’s what we say.  I love the children, gardens and art, but I hate 

the oh so earnest meetings. If I never hear the words “social justice” 

again, it will be too soon.  I run a year round arts studio. Two years 
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ago I began a sidewalk garden in South Central Los Angeles. A place 

noted for wildlife, although usually not the invertebrate kind.  

I have simple, impossible plan. To plant every stretch of unused dirt, 

parkways, medians with milkweed; thus making South Central famous for 

monarch butterflies not gangs. Milkweed is in my mind a lovely flower, 

delicate and deadly. It’s completely drought tolerant and spreads like 

rabbits. Monarch’s migratory patterns are at risk due to habitat loss. 

However, if you plant milkweed they will come. Like building a ball 

park…I don’t expect shoeless Joe, but I do expect shoeless monarchs. 

I hope they are jacketless too, jacketless and lacking all clothing 

or gang insignia. Chrysalis not Cripps, butterflies not Bloods.  

Gardening in South Central is digging in hard ground, literally as well 

as metaphorically. In 1999 about ten (white) volunteers came into the 

community and planted 20 young saplings. The next day, all were broken. 

In my garden, however, residents often add plants; tropical oregano, 

sago palms, prickly pear cactus, and pumpkins. The trick is working 

with the community. I have for the past fifteen years. The bird houses, 

built by our kids are mysteriously filled with old bread and corn. Some 

of our sparrows are so fill of tamales they can barely fly. When the 

cholos see the children planting, or get asked to smell the chocolate 

mint, they let it grow… Butterflies and happy, dirty children make 

excellent ambassadors. Also the child might be theirs. 

 

“Garden Before            Garden After” by Elizabeth King (USA) 

 

One  night at about 7:00pm I heard a commotion outside, looking out 

the classroom window I discovered about 20 people, young and old. 

I inspected the street, but noticed nothing unusual (except conceivably 

me, dirtier than normal if possible, encrusted not only with clay glaze 

and paint as usual, but with soil as well.) 

I leaned out the window. “Is there a problem?”  

“Just looking,” one young man answered.  

“At the class?” Or at the incredibly grubby woman before you? 

“No, at the garden. We are admiring the garden.” 

“We love the garden.” 

I could have cried, adding trails of salt to my overall filth. Luckily 

I’m not a crier. 
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“Lost” by Yasmin Chueiri (Brazil) 

 

    Milena, Luna and Luka met at school in 3rd grade and after that 

they became just like one person: they lived in different houses, but 

in the same street, they didn’t have many friends, what made them get 

closer and inseparable.  They had very different personalities but 

they completed each other. 

    They went to the forest because Milena and Luka wanted to explore 

and Luna didn’t want to be alone, so she went with them. The forest 

wasn’t a total unknown place for them. They had gone there a few times, 

but not too deep. They had to walk less than 20 minutes to get to the 

forest. They entered the forest and walked for one hour before stopping 

to rest, eat and drink water in a very calm and quiet place – with a 

lot of big trees and a lot of bugs. The sunlight passed through the 

leaves and made the whole place very beautiful. They were planning to 

stay there for less than 5 hours.  They had to go home because they 

were going to have dinner (the 3 families together). They used to do 

that at least one time in a month. 

   Luna suddenly screamed.  Luka and Milena looked at her but she 

wasn’t there. They were in panic and started running trying to find 

her. Both fell in a hole in the middle of the ground. Luna was there 

too. 

-          Where are we? - Milena asked. 

-          I have no idea - said Luka. 

-          We will die! - cried Luna. 

  The hole was deep for them to get out by the top, so they tried to 

find another exit. 

-          Milly – that’s how they called Milena – what will we do? 

We don’t have a lot of food and water, and no one will find us here 

– said Luka. 

-          I don’t know… look! There is light over there – she pointed 

to the right. 

  The girls went there to see the light while Luka tried to find another 

way to escape. 

-          Luka, come here! – Milena and Luna screamed. 

 When he got there he saw a lake and a stone tunnel, which the water 

accompanied. 

-          Can we go out by this tunnel? – asked Luna hopefully 
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-          Maybe, but what if it ends in a river or in a waterfall? 

-          Milly, we can’t stay here, maybe some animal lives here, 

I think it’s better to go by this lake, river, whatever this is – Luka 

suggested. 

-          Fine, but now it’s getting dark outside, it’s dangerous to 

go know, let’s wait until the morning. 

   They didn’t sleep a lot, it was cold and the ground wasn’t soft to 

sleep. They pretended to sleep because there wasn’t anything left to 

say. 

   They didn’t know the hour but it was 9:30 p.m. when they woke up.  

They ate something and then got into the tunnel’s entrance. 

-          Well, do you want me to go first? – asked Luka 

-          Yes! 

-          No! Let’s go all together – said Milly,  looking at Luna 

with some anger, because they were there in that hole because of her 

and she wanted to get separated again. 

 The water was cold, just their necks and heads were outside the water. 

-          It’s cold and dark, what if an animal is in the water and 

we can’t see it? – said Luna 

She was ignored by Luka and Milena didn’t want to talk. They were scared 

and cold as Luna, but they knew that starting to complain was not going 

to change anything. 

   They continued swimming and after some time they could see sunlight. 

They got to the end of the cave. 

  There were some trees and the ground was covered by a very beautiful 

green grass, there were birds singing and flying. They got out of the 

water easily and fast, they lay in the grass and stayed there until 

their clothes dry, no talking, just feeling. 

  They decided to go towards the same direction. They tried to follow 

the cave, but it was very hard, because the cave was underground, so 

they couldn’t see it. The water didn’t make any sound, what made it 

harder. 

   The clouds were getting grey and the weather cold. It was going to 

rain. But they hadn’t found the end or beginning of the forest yet. 

-          We need to go faster. It’s going to rain, and a lot! 

-          Luka, we almost needed 1 hour and a half to get to the end 

of the tunnel, we are walking for less than 20 minutes. If we want to 

get out of here before the rain we need to run, and really fast – said 
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Milena. She was nervous and worried, they were supposed to have gotten 

home yesterday before the sunset. 

   They all thought it would be better to find some place they could 

protect themselves from the rain. After walking for 5 minutes Luka found 

a stone cave. He was sure there was no animal, so it was safe to stay. 

    It had started to rain, those little drops of water became bigger 

and heavier, the earth on the ground turned into mud, birds weren’t 

flying anymore, there was just the rain’s sound. The three friends slept 

listening to that amazing sound.   

-          Guys, what happened? – asked Luna, but she didn’t see Luka 

there – Milly, where is Luka? Milly, wake up. 

-          What happened girls? – Luka entered the cave again – Luna 

, why were you screaming? 

-          Where were you? She woke up and didn’t see you here she was 

worried 

-          Sorry, I was walking. You both were sleeping and didn’t want 

to wake you up. 

-          That’s fine, but please don’t do that again – said Luna 

calmly. 

-          We need to go now. It is not dark yet, and we just have food 

for today. 

-          Milly, we can’t go now, it’s like 4:00 pm. We can get lost. 

Let’s go tomorrow, in the morning. Now we can just look for the area 

and see what direction we have to go. Sweetie, I want to go home too 

and I know that our parents are worried, and you too, but if we go now, 

we will get lost, trust me. We will be fine. 

-          Milly, he is right – Luna knew Milena as no one, if she didn’t 

listen to Luka, would listen to her. 

-          Ok – Milena agreed. 

     They walked for 1 hour and a half, until they found the right 

direction. 

     Milena woke up first in the morning she knew it was very early 

so she left her friends sleeping while she was taking a walk. After 

sometime she went to the cave and woke Luna and Luka. 

    They started walking 15 minutes later. The sky was blue and with 

no clouds, the sun was shining, the wind was swinging the tree's leaves. 

  The kids were in silence, they didn’t know what to say. Luna was 

feeling guilty because she was the first to fall and because of her 
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they got lost. Milena was very worried, they slept two nights in the 

forest, their parents should be worried too and she was feeling that 

it was her fault because she wanted to go to the forest. Luka was feeling 

Luna guilty and Milena's worry, he knew both of the girls were feeling 

that it is was their fault. But he didn’t want to make things harder 

so he didn’t say anything. 

   They stopped 3 times in almost 5 hours to take a breath. They didn’t 

have more water or food, they were tired, but they knew it was possible 

to get out of the forest. 

-          Guys, I already saw this rock – Luna said 

-          We are next to the entrance, let’s go. 

-          Milly, we have seen so many rocks… 

-          Luka, are you saying that I’m crazy? I know I saw this rock 

before 

-          Ok, so let’s go. It will get dark in an hour. 

  They walked for more than 40 minutes until they saw red and blue 

lights. 

-          The police are here – Milly said . 

-          They must have been trying to find us. 

 Milena, Luka and Luna ran in the direction of the lights and saw their 

parents talking to someone. 

-          Mom! – Luna said 

 The adults looked at the kids and went there to hug them. 

-          What happened to you guys? Why didn’t you come back on 

Friday? We were so worried – Milena’s mother asked. 

-          We fell in a hole. 

-          We needed to swim in a river inside a cave. 

-          And sleep in another cave. 

-          Ok, you can tell us later, we can’t understand. Let’s go 

home, take a shower and eat something. We meet in our house at 8:00 

pm, that's fine? – Luka's father said. 

-          Do we have to go to school tomorrow? – Luka asked. 

 Luna and Milena looked at the parents and after at each other and 

laughed. 

-          No, you can stay home this week . 
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-          This week? The whole week? 

-          Yes! 

  

The 3 friends were home now. 

 

“Nature is important!” by Giovana Maia (Brazil) 

 

In a little town, Mystic Falls, there was a group with 3 friends 

Caroline, Elena and Stefan. They have lived in this city since they 

were babies. Caroline and Stefan are 15 years old and Elena 16. They 

loved to explore the forest that is in front of Caroline's house. There 

are many types of animals like, birds, sloths, bugs, etc. In this forest 

there is a mini wooden house, there are a lot of toys, some cushions, 

pictures, a big mattress that the group of friends, which is known by 

C.E.S, used to lie down, so they could see the stars. They liked to 

talk about their future. 

 

One day, when Damon was still alive, the 4 teenagers got together and 

started saying about what they would like to be in the future. Damon 

once said: ''I think I would like to be a doctor because I like saving 

people's lives. And you Stefan?", "I would like to be an astronaut, 

I have many doubts about space and it would be very nice to see the 

planets, stars. And you Elena?", "I just want to have a big family, 

care about my children and teach them about nature, be respectful, many 

things. Caroline what would you like to be when you grow up?" "Maybe 

a PopStar, I want to meet Rhianna". Stefan said: ''You know that this 

is probably impossible, right?". Then Damon answered ''Nothing is 

impossible for those who dream". 

 

After his death, they never went to the club again. In the end of the 

year a company, Forever Make-up, that makes some makeup products, like 

lipstick, foundation and blush, wanted to deforest the area where the 

club was, because they wanted to construct another unit of the company 

there. They are the most famous company of makeup products, there are 

all the things that people want to buy available in their stores. Once 

they got the girls from Stanger Things to make some advertising, and 

these products were the most popular. 
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The group got to know about that when they went to Stefan's house and 

they decided to do something quickly. Caroline said "Guys, let's think 

of something fast that will stop the mayor and this bad company". Stefan 

said "This is not going to work, it is already done". "Really, Stefan, 

are you giving up?! What would Damon do?", Elena thought. "What if we 

try to talk to the mayor, it is never too late". C.E.S went to the mayor’s 

office and they said that they didn't want to deforest that place where 

there were many animals living and because the club was the only thing 

that they had from Damon, with many memories. It didn't work, the mayor 

screamed and said: 

 

"But the important thing is the money and the jobs the city will 

receive”. 

 

Before the company started the construction, the group had an idea. 

They made many leaflets talking about the importance of the forest and 

that they couldn't destroy it. It was the first time that any of them 

were making leaflets. They asked Elena' mother, Mary, for help because 

she was good at editing things. Mary helped them choose which type of 

writing they would use, with the images and the organization of the 

texts. There was a sentence saying: "Don't kill our forest!". At 11 

a.m. all the people who lived in the town got together and stayed in 

front of the forest with many charts with information about animals 

and about the forest's importance.  

 

   Everyone started to scream saying; 

 

   "Nature is important! Nature is important! Nature is important". 

 

The mayor couldn't stop it. He needed to accept that they wouldn't 

deforest the place. So he said to everyone that the company wasn't going 

to destroy the forest: "Everyone, pay attention to what I am going to 

say. I saw what this forest means to all you folks and I thought it 

would be better not to destroy it. Thanks for being so strong and having 

this amazing idea. LET’S CELEBRATE NATURE!!". 

 

The company tried to talk to the people to convince them otherwise. 

They said "we are not going to kill the animals, we have a big group 

that is going to help to get the animals and put them in other places 

to live", but no one cared about the products. After this the C.E.S, 
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started to go back to the club. They created a group with volunteers 

that wanted to help the city with the trash; the name of the group was 

"Nature Saviors''. Since then, everyone had more awareness and they 

started to be more careful with nature. The people started to recycle 

things, stopped throwing trash into the lakes and on the streets. Every 

year on the 21st of February, kids and teachers make some posters to 

put around the city, talking about the importance of nature. 

 

“Natural Scene” by Vitor Gonçalves (Brazil) 

 

A long spaceship was floating alone in space. It had several round 

windows and a big transparent glass wall on one of its sides, through 

which there could be seen an enormous planet, with an intense blue 

coloration, indicating the presence of a lot of water, and land spots 

that varied in color, from brown to purple. Inside the ship, there 

were several moluscus-like creatures, with soft bodies, round heads 

and several tentacles. They were facing the transparent wall, with 

glaring eyes, amazed by what they were seeing. One of them, who was 

closer to the wall, said, while speaking for everyone to hear: 

 

— Here, you can see an inhabited exoplanet. This is the HJ-467. It was 

discovered by the Nebrarian Institute of Astronomy. This was one of 

the first inhabited exoplanets discovered with huge volumes of water. 

much of our research funds was directed on studying these planes 

because it was thought that, due to the amount of water, there were 

high chances of having life. In the end, all the investment brought 

us 

this amazing discovery. 

 

The talker pointed through the window with one of their tentacles, and 

continued: 
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— You can see those land spots there. The brownish parts are mostly 

desert, but the purple ones are dense with vegetation. The purple 

color is due to the substance retinal. Purple is actually the most 

common vegetation color in the universe and we are going to see much 

more planets like this. 

 

There was a pause and everyone took the chance to look closer to the 

wall. Many of them instinctively touched the glass, as if trying to 

touch the planet itself. After a while, the guide said: 

 

— Now, let’s take a closer look at the planet and see the lifeforms 

with our own eyes. Now we are going to point our telescopes at the 

planet and display the images on that same wall. Just hold on a 

second. 

 

The guide pressed a button close to the wall and it immediately became 

opaque. Then, images of the planet’s surface were shown, exhibiting 

the variety of life, both on land and sea, with unimagined creatures 

that were, at the same time, similar, but alien to what they were used 

to. There were many purple plants, with large leaves, and colored 

quadruped animals running through the dense, but spaced, vegetation. 

In the water, there were fish-like creatures, swimming quickly, 

chasing each other, and colored corals. The people watched the images 

with delight. It was the first time they were seeing life outside of 

their planets and appreciating the beauties of the nature of the 

universe. After a long time, the guide pressed the button again and 

the glass became transparent again. Then, he said: 

 

— I can see that you are impressed by what you see. I have been making 

this same tour for a while and I’m always impressed by those images, 
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even if I know what is there. But if you think this is impressive, now 

you are going to see something even greater. we are going to travel 

to 

another planer rich in water, but with a species that constructs 

impressive structures. Well, I better stop talking and let you see it 

for yourselves. Now, stay still, because we are going to travel again. 

 

The guide picked a device that was hanging in the wall and pointed to 

their mouth, saying: 

 

— We are done with this planet. You can travel to the next! 

 

The glass turned opaque again but this time, displaying safety rules 

telling everybody to press their bodies to the ground, stay still and 

avoid doing movements during the trip. A soothing music was played, 

to 

avoid the people from panicking. in instants, the spaceship became 

turbulent and, after several minutes, became still again. The glass 

wall became transparent one more time and a starry darkness could be 

seen. The guide said: 

 

— We are going to maneuver the ship, to put the next planet in range 

of view. Please, be patient. 

 

The spaceship maneuvered and, in instants, another blue planet turned 

into view. it had less water than the previous, and was smaller. The 

portions of land varied in color, from brown to green and many white 

clouds could be seen.The people stared at the glass wall, admiring the 

planet, until the guide said: 

 

— You are looking at the HJ-887. This is another inhabited exoplanet. 
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One of the smallest out there. It also has a lot of water and is home 

of a myriad of species of carbon based life.You can see that the land 

spots vary in color from brown to green. This is caused by the 

presence of chlorophyll in the plants. you can also notice that there 

are two opposing poles, full of ice. I’m going to let you admire the 

planet for a while, before showing you the natural beauties it holds. 

 

The people looked through the glass, staring at the small blue planet. 

They weren’t as impressed as they were with the previous planets, but 

there was something about the place the caught everybody’s attention. 

After a while, the guide continued: 

 

— Just by looking like this, there’s not much to see. At least not 

much difference from the other planets we’ve seen, but the real beauty 

of this planet is within its lifeforms. Let’s take a look at them. 

 

The guide pressed the button one more time and the glass turned 

opaque, showing many images of the variety of life on the planet, from 

dense green forests to rocky deserts, from small ponds to deep oceans. 

One more time, the people were impressed with the natural beauties of 

the planet and, after some time, the guide said: 

 

— Now, we are going to see one of the most impressive species from this 

planet. 

 

The images started to show large cities, with many buildings and 

metallic vehicles running to and from all directions. the species was 

a biped being, with two arms and a head. They weren’t impressive by 

themselves, but the things they constructed amazed all the spectators. 

There were many colonies spread through the planet. All of them 
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densely populated. The species removed the vegetation from the 

surface, in order to construct its colonies. After a while, the guide 

exclaimed: 

 

— Can you believe that all this is natural? It looks like something 

we 

could construct ourselves, but it was made by one of the species from 

this planet. All of those images you can see are the result of years 

of work. 

 

One of the spectators raised a tentacle and asked: 

 

— Does this species destroy the vegetation in order to build its 

colonies? 

 

The guide answered, eagerly: 

 

— Nice observation! We can see that this species modifies the 

environment they live in, removing the vegetation cover from the 

planet. They don’t do it in a sustainable way and it means that they 

experience huge drops in population in regular intervals. 

 

The images showed many explosions and the individuals aggressively 

attacking each other. Another one of the spectators said: 

 

— Look! They are fighting each other! Should we do something? 

 

The guide answered, calmly: 

 

— Unfortunately, no. We should not intervene with the natural way of 

the species or it could have severe impacts on the planet’s ecosystem. 
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With those words, the guide ended the presentation and they moved to 

another planet, continuing the tour of alien life. 

 

“BEEF IS WEAK” by Rogério Vasconcellos (Brazil) 

 

“Patiente?” 

“YleñaMikovaYrotchmvlsk.” 

“Gravity?” 

“Terminal.” 

“ Prognosis.” 

“Terminal.” 

“ Don't tell me what I already know. Say something I don't know.” 

“There is not much to say. Only that her illness is degenerative. The 

inflamed meninges. But it is stabilized. Lucid. Most of the time, 

physiologically apt. Currently inert, as requested. The medication 

only makes albuminalin inactivated. Of course, it has already been 

reported that this picture is inversely proportional to time. Every 

time she is medicated, the time is shortened. At some point it will 

no longer have an effect...” 

“ I received the metadata as soon as the medical record scanned it. 

What is the prognosis for her to remain stable?” 

“For the next two days. The medication is already decaying. Then, 

controlled, it should last up to one year.” 

“ Is there any discomfort for her? I mean, can I count on it as a positive 

factor?” 

  

“Wow, of course not! Only at the peak of pain, before and after the 

medication is inactivated and injected again. 

“How much more can it take, if it is powered up? 

"How? By subjecting her to more stress she ... 

"What is yours? Do you want to leave the payroll? The commission you 

earn is big enough to guarantee someone more perceptive.” 
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In the clinic parking lot, in a reserved place, the nurse inhaled the 

air hard, facing the tie. His lips thinned. He felt his own short nails 

sunk in his palms, before accepting the fact that he was just another 

shitty bribe. 

I was certainly not at all comfortable with the situation. That kind 

of approach directly confronted the Code of Conduct. It would break 

down the career and take it to the High Vegan Council. Heading the 

indigent shift might not be the dream job, but it paid the bills. And 

your addictions. In fact, only a small part of them. 

“By repeating the dose, it can remain operational for another 18, maybe 

20 days. Each of the other five overdoses will bring you closer to death. 

A maximum of four to five months of life. And more prolonged and intense 

peak of pain. Then the medication won't even work anymore. You will 

go through a process of muscle atrophy, organ failure and death.” 

"Good.” 

“How can anyone find this satisfactory?” 

“In addition to being contrary to the principles, the patient will be 

subject to early termination. Humanistically speaking, it is a tragedy 

that can be mitigated and not sublimated.” 

“He decorated the right booklet, Nurse Oscar deRios. It must be a bonus 

that I am not aware of, because his indiscretion does not predict crises 

of conscience. Since when should the quality of life improve, in the 

time that you have left, should you testify against - sorry for the 

word - in this stump, vegetating with the other patients, even in twice 

the period of time?” 

“This choice is not ours. The patient must judge.” 

“And he will judge - the lawyer in a green suit let the discussion 

ended.” 

While the nurse searched the pockets for a joint, the lawyer sent a 

message through the neurocellular on his back: 

"Did you hear everything?" 

"Everything." 

"It's her?" 

"Best impossible." 

"Then send me the dossier." 

“It's already in your file. Just print it out.” 

"You always knew, didn't you?" 
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"Yes." 

In less than half an hour, each one driving in different ways so as 

not to arrive together, the nurse and the lawyer were soon in front 

of the Clinic. While the first went to the clinic, the second went to 

a private room. And waited. 

An attendant came in, driving the wheelchair. Only her head was mobile. 

Straps held her. The patient, confused by being in a new place, with 

comforts to which she did not have access, was even more disconcerted 

when she found herself parked in front of a stranger. He wore a suit 

that was not in keeping with medical practice. 

“Hello, Yleña.” 

"Who are you?! What am I doing here?” 

“Your mouth has never been opened. I'm your ticket. A unique 

opportunity.’ 

“I doubt it.” 

“You have every freedom to speak out like that. You still don't know 

what's coming. But, I guarantee you will think differently in a short 

time.” 

Screaming, the patient called the attendant, but strangely no one came 

through that door. Tied to the chair, fulfilling the protocol outside 

the restricted area, the most she managed to do was get tired. 

The lawyer did not imagine that an indigent had so much personality. 

At least that seemed less monotonous than the last time, when 

approaching other terminal patients and selecting the informants. 

“I will be succinct.” 

“Fuck it!!” 

"This is no way to speak...” 

“Fuck it.” 

The lawyer stopped smiling. He could tolerate insolence, but he was 

very opposed to foul talk and bad words. In fact, only when he did not 

employ them. He decided to be even more succinct. 

“We can do nothing for you.” 

"Novelty.” 

“You know it won't be long.” 

“Again, if you haven't heard it before. Fuck it. I don't need you to 

remember that.” 
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"Right. But you may need to know that we can do something... for your 

daughter.” 

“?” 

“That's what you heard.” 

The wall-TV lit up and showed the young woman in detention. He was in 

the courtyard, looking scared. Walking, the image of the girl - who 

could have been beautiful, were it not for some bruises on her face, 

a part of her ear and face missing, the gray patterned garment - came 

out of the wall. The hologram walked in front of the wheelchair, which 

the lawyer turned to the wall. 

“Did you see the bite on the face? Human bite. It shouldn't last for 

real food.” 

Instinctively stepping back, Yleña wanted to say another bad word, but 

something about the girl aroused a strangeness in her. The same 

features, the red hair, the freckles on her face. The birthmark on the 

forearm... 

"His daughter.” 

"Impossible. I'm sterile!” 

The lawyer - and everyone - knew about the law of infertility. Everyone, 

compulsorily, indistinctly, between rich and poor, when they entered 

adulthood, before life choices became a burden or blessing, before the 

genetic code ended up being compromised by the countless drugs (licit 

and illicit), it should supply eggs and sperm to the bank donor. The 

collection also served to offer reports - free - on the condition of 

the material collected. If able, they would be transferred to freezing. 

“You were not twenty years ago.” 

"But...” 

“Twenty years ago, before screwing everything up and turning into a 

meat picker, and surrendering to the shadows, your egg had potential. 

As you did not claim the genetic material, within the period that the 

government filed, it was transferred from the public institute to a 

private egg bank.” 

"But...” 

“And Mr. Raul and Mrs. Lira França, who wanted a child so badly, had 

permission from the Federal Government to carry this out. And the way 

found, discarded adoption, was to fertilize a compatible egg. Your.” 

"But...” 
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“I know that your eloquence is justified. But think about this: the 

fortunate couple had characteristics and genetic loads close to their 

own, the same European descent and their egg led to happiness. That 

while it lasted.” 

“They died.” 

"Exact. It was a carflex accident. But the daughter was suspected of 

involvement. The police do not rule out latrocínia. If you don't know, 

it's theft followed by carnage. Article nº 6,265/2032, B4, very serious 

imputation, of penalty for sulfurous dissolution in Venus III. They 

want to resolve it as soon as possible. There are many lawsuits in 

progress and they are not concerned that any young person will spend 

the rest of his days serving as a punching bag, a cold board and a deposit 

of venereal diseases of real criminals. Personally - and we have an 

easy case, claiming minority persecution and justified sin of the flesh 

- I don't imagine that this young woman...” 

The hologram retreated from where it was stationary, returning to the 

wall-TV and the courtyard full of prisoners. A man and two women were 

staring at the young woman, who looked out of place among the tattooed 

criminals and licking her lips, not used to meat so... white. 

“...your daughter should be penalized. And I repeat, we may not be able 

to help you, but Sarete will have the life she deserves. Furthermore, 

we will safeguard your right of succession; the couple's inheritance 

will leave her in good financial shape. What else could a mother 

bequeath to a child, besides the future and comfort, Yleña?” 

“Putting it like that...” 

“I knew I would get your collaboration. Now ”he rummaged through the 

holster he wore on his shoulder, all made of human leather, behind the 

sedative the nurse had given him, an M-1, very old, inscrutable, the 

original bottle used in South Africa, sixteen thousand times more 

potent than the morphine, used in the death of the last rhino. There 

was another ampoule, with amber liquid, attached to a small injection 

gun.” 

“If what they are going to do to me is none of my business, can I add 

something?”, the last seal that held her to the chair broke. 

"Certainly...” 

Conspiring with the silence and the help that the lawyer would not help 

(as Yleña did not do before), she left the chair driven by the will 

that ignored the motor weakness. The lawyer's jugular torn, a small 

cleaver taking care of it, silencing his interface. 

Still with the cleaver, he extracted the mesoencephalic master key, 

which gave him access to the exit. 
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The nurse greeted her, guaranteeing her escape. 

In the green lettuce coat she saw Venus for the first time. 

 

“THE FISHERMAN” by Edweine Loureiro (Japan) 

 

― Come, Mr. Hemingway! Let’s go fishing! 

 

He was an old and very smiling fellow. As if he knew me for a long time, 

he grabbed me by the arm and started to guide me and to show me the 

other compartments of the vessel. 

 

As for myself, I had decided just to follow the instructions of such 

a charismatic person. And, while I was walking on his side – and looking 

sometimes at the sea, sometimes at the old man –, I started to think 

about a story for my next book. 

 

 

“171 YEARS HAVE PASSED!” by Daniela Marian (Romania) 

 

"It's not enough to say, on my part" Thank you genius! Many peoples 

praise you, and for this I feel indebted that you have united us with 

a hug around the globe! I feel like a little bean in your poetry. You 

have opened my soul since I was a child dreaming that I will be able 

to write to you how much I love you for the verses dedicated to Heaven 

and earth with the breath of you in a union. You are a white lily with 

a pure soul.  

You were born to be a name, a big name, Mihai Eminescu! God has often 

shed tears in your soul. Your sorrow was great but He did not leave 

you. He strengthened you every time. 

 He put in you light from His Light, He gave you to be a sacrifice of 

love for humanity. At night you spoke in secret with the stars in the 

sky to come down and hold hands with you, reciting verses to them about 

Catalina, the girl in the golden garden of Heaven, the Blessed Virgin 

Mary.  

Embrace your earth by sprinkling balm with lyrics. The Lyric a sacrifice 

to be raised on the creationist steps of the greatest eternal of the 

pedestal! God gave you wings and clothed you in white; He has put a 
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crown of white lilies on your head to shine in the sky, like the Morning 

Star to light the way of the lost on earth. White the lilies, a symbol 

of love for children, of the hungry, naked and weeping, for which you 

also cried that you had nothing to help them to get them out of poverty. 

You were not afraid that you would die of hunger as it was written ..., 

you were afraid for the children that they would starve to death! You 

were chosen from among the geniuses to remain the Bridegroom forever! 

 

“The love for beauty” by Roxana Turcu (Romania) 

 

 My grandfather was a kind and generous man. I remember his 

meaningful stories and the happiness/the joy that read on his face out 

of love for us. My grandmother had an infinite patience with me. I used 

to play with the children on the streets of the village every holiday 

I spent at my grandparents.  

 At lunch, my grandmother would call us all and make us sit at the 

wooden table, in the yard, made by my grandfather. There was so much 

joy, happiness and smiles that the innocence of childhood will no longer 

keep in another stage of life.  

My grandmother always told how happy and fulfilled she felt whenever 

we were close to her. 

”My dear granddaughter, I am so glad that you are here. Your childish 

games are my source of existence or life. You are all dear to me.” 

Sometimes the mother of a child would come to the grandmother to ask 

if she was tired, bored by our presence. She managed to reassure her 

when she told her not to worry. 

”They don’t bother me at all. They are like my grandchildren to me.” 

’’You are a special person.” 

”Please, don’t say these big words/talk big. The love for children and 

for people in general should be present in each and every heart, in 

every soul.”  

”Thank you!” 

”There is no need. I am thankful to the children that today, for example, 

they wanted to find out more about traditional peasant shoes. My 

granddaughter told me that she would like to find out more things about 

folk/ popular traditions. She has been practising folk dances since 

she was five years old.” 

”It’s a beautiful thing to find resources by which to talk to children 

about art” 
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”Traditional art...” 

”Art made with passion is a gentle man/ person, like you.” 

”Good bye” 

”Good bye” 

 After Mrs. Nicola left, I stayed with my grandmother. Each child 

went towards their homes. I plucked up the courage to ask what folk 

art means and why it should be of any interest to me. 

”You know, my dear, folk art is the authentic art, traditional costumes 

and folk crafts.”  

”Grandfather is a folk craftsman if he designs traditional peasant 

shoes, isn’t he?” 

”Yes. He is a traditional craftsman and one of the best.” 

”I have traditional peasant shoes made by grandfather, too. At the dance 

classes I am the most envied girl for my little traditional peasant 

shoes.” 

 “Long before you were born, dear granddaughter, my grandfather 

continued talking, people used to wear traditional peasant shoes. It 

is a craft that I also learned after being a tailor for a long time. 

I learned this craft or trade from my father.” 

”I consider that traditional peasant shoes are true or real art.” 

He works for several hours (I have watched him stealthily) in order 

to create a durable or lasting traditional peasant shoe. 

He is an old man with an appearance that you can never forget. Having 

a big, white beard, dressed in a traditional suit and with his 

traditional peasant shoes, grandfather seems to have come from the 

books that the children keep as a holy memory.    

”I would like to know what authentic art is and how to distinguish 

it/make the difference between it from fake art. But how do I know if 

the art is authentic or not?” 

”It is about things made by hand, by people who are in love with the 

folk art.” 

”But what about the others?” 

”I don’t know what others are doing. I know what I’m doing. I’m trying 

to do everything very well and authentically. In life it is important 

to find your own way, the path to go and which should represent you. 

It is the only chance for you to be happy.” 
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”After retirement, I have found a new passion: making the traditional 

peasant shoes that take my steps all around the country. An example 

would be at the traditional craftsmen fairs in the country to which 

I participate when I am invited.”  

      I have always appreciated my grandfather for his tenacious nature 

and strong character. 

He was and still remains a fighter. After his retirement, he did not 

complain that he no longer has a job, but he found it in making 

traditional peasant shoes. He is the man with infinite love and 

patience. This is my Grandfather.  

I would like to propose to him to come to school and to tell us about 

the folk traditions and his wonderful traditional peasant shoes. I hope 

he accepts. He is a rather discreet man, but maybe with the help of 

the teacher I will succeed in persuading him.  

My grandfather came to school (which made me very happy, I must admit) 

in the last week before the summer holidays. My classmates seemed 

interested in learning. He did not think that he would be welcomed with 

such warmth and interest. He brought with him a few pairs of traditional 

peasant shoes that he wanted to show to the pupils. When he started 

unveiling the secrets of his craftsmanship, all eyes were fixed on him. 

”I have been making traditional peasant shoes for thirty years. They 

may not be worn anymore, but I want to promote the tradition.” 

”Do you think I could learn that too?”, asked one of the classmates. 

„Of course. You need to like what you’re doing and, above all, there 

should also be passion.”  

”The traditional peasant shoes are no longer worn nowadays. Who still 

wears traditional peasant shoes these days?” 

”Traditional peasant shoe making talks about tradition, about the 

authentic. Traditional peasant shoes, together with folk costumes show 

us what people worn in a certain geographic area and tell us the story 

of our forerunners.” 

”When can we come to the workshop?” 

„You are welcome anytime. It is a great joy for me when a child wants 

to know or learn more about this craft.” 

My classmates told my grandfather that they would stay in the village 

together with their siblings and parents. And his craftsmanship would 

not be lost, but they will be there to take it further. Along with the 

letters, these children also learned the secrets of popular traditions, 

too. 
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”I am going to stay in the village. I am not going to town”, a small, 

blonde-haired girl uttered, my deskmate.  

”You don’t have to stay in the village, if you want to go to town in 

order to learn a trade/craft.”   

Even if your steps will lead you far away from here and maybe you will 

live elsewhere, all I ask is one thing: 

Do not forget our Romanian traditions! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


